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Court Established Self-Help Clinics for Self-Represented Litigants 

SYLLABUS: In order to ensure the right of self-represented litigants to be heard, a court 

may establish and fund a self-help center to assist self-represented litigants as long as the 

independence, integrity, and impartiality of its judges is maintained. A court may 

appoint and compensate lawyers to provide limited scope representation to litigants in a 

self-help clinic. A lawyer who provides legal assistance through a self-help clinic creates 

a client-lawyer relationship, although the relationship may be limited in scope. A written 

agreement that obtains the client's acknowledgement to the limited scope representation 

is recommended. 

QUESTION PRESENTED: Whether a court may appoint and compensate lawyers as 

independent contractors to work in a court-established self-help center to assist self

represented litigants on a limited scope basis. 

APPLICABLE RULES: Prof.Cond.R. 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 1.7, 1.9, 6.2 and 6.5; 

Jud.Cond.R. 1.2, 2.2, 2.6, 2.9, 2.13, and 3.7. 

OPINION: A common pleas domestic relations court proposes to create a legal self

help center staffed by court-appointed lawyers. The primary purpose of the self-help 

clinic is to provide short-term legal assistance to persons of limited means who otherwise 

would be unrepresented. The lawyers would be appointed to provide assistance to self-
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represented litigants on a limited scope basis. Appointed lawyers will be paid by the 

court as independent contractors through the use of grant funds. The lawyers will not 

provide legal representation before the court, but only general legal assistance and 

information to litigants. Specifically, the lawyers will assist the litigants to ensure they 

file the correct court forms in their case, explain and address service of process issues, 

explain court procedures, and make necessary referrals to sources or persons for 

additional information or assistance. Litigants will be advised that the lawyers are not 

responsible for completing or filing the court forms and will not act as counsel of record 

before the court. Litigants also will be informed that the court-appointed lawyers are 

independent contractors paid through a grant. 

The Permissibility of Court-Annexed Limited Legal Services Programs 

A court may establish and fund a self-help clinic for self-represented litigants and 

appoint lawyers to staff the clinic. The Rules of Professional Conduct contemplate court

annexed, limited legal service programs like the one described in the opinion request, 

with or without outsourcing the legal services to third parties. A lawyer may provide 

short-term limited legal services under the "auspices of a program sponsored" by a 

"nonprofit organization or court." Prof.Cond.R. 6.5. The comment to the rule recognizes 

that "courts * * * have established programs through which lawyers provide short-term 

limited legal services - such as advice or the completion of legal forms - that will assist 

persons to address their legal problems." Prof.Cond.R. 6.5, cmt. [1]. The appointments of 

clinic lawyers should be made impartially on a merit basis and the compensation for the 

appointed lawyers should not exceed the fair market value for similar services. 

Jud.Cond.R. 2.13. Lastly, a judge may encourage lawyers to assist in a pro bona program 

that provides free legal services to persons of limited means at a substantially reduced 

fee. See Jud.Cond.R. 3.7(B). 

The establishment of a self-help clinic is a permissible method to ensure the right 

of the self-represented litigant to be heard and that improves access to justice. See 

Jud.Cond.R. 2.6, cmt. [lA]. See also Jud.Cond.R. 2.2, cmt. [4] (a judge may make reasonable 

accommodations to a self-represented litigant.) However a judge must always remain 

fair and impartial, and any reasonable accommodation for a self-represented litigant 

should not create an unfair advantage for the litigant. A self-help clinic in a court can 
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facilitate the administration of justice by reducing the necessity for a judge to provide 

additional accommodations for a self-represented litigant during a hearing, assisting in 

maintaining the appearance of impartiality, and increasing the opportunity for the matter 

to be heard on its merits rather than dismissed on technicalities. 

However, establishing a self-help clinic implicates other judicial obligations under 

the Code of Judicial Conduct. Because the self-help clinic inevitably will be viewed by 

the public as a court-provided service, it must operate and appear, to the extent possible, 

as an independent function of the court. In order to underscore the court's impartiality, 

the court's oversight and involvement in the self-help clinic should be de minimis and 

primarily limited to the funding of the clinic and the appointment of the lawyers, not the 

day-to-day operation of the clinic. Jud.Cond.R. 1.2. That is not to say, however, that 

judicial officers, court staff, and appointed lawyers cannot meet occasionally to discuss 

general administrative issues related to the operation of the self-help clinic. 

In order to further maintain the appropriate and ethical detachment from the 

clinic, judges must refrain from interaction with clinic lawyers that could undermine the 

public's confidence in the independence, impartiality, and integrity of the court. 

Jud.Cond.R. 1.2. More specifically, the same ethical boundaries observed with lawyers 

appointed by the court for indigent litigants should be maintained for self-help clinic 

lawyers. For example, the court should implement appropriate steps to avoid 

communications between the appointed lawyers and court staff and judges about case

related matters that could be interpreted as an ex parte communication or imply that 

judges are not impartial. Jud.Cond.R. 2.2., 2.9. An appropriate step may include 

placement of the self-help clinic in a physical location in the courthouse that reinforces 

the independence of the court and appointing judges. 

Limited Scope Representation by Court Appointed Lawyers 

A court that establishes a self-help clinic must be aware of the ethical obligations 

of the appointed lawyers in the clinic. Most importantly, a limited client-lawyer 

relationship is formed when a lawyer participates and assists litigants in a self-help clinic, 

requiring the lawyer to adhere to his or her ethical obligations under the Rules of 

Professional Conduct. Prof.Cond.R. 6.5, crnt. [l]; Ronald D. Rotunda and John S. 
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Dzienkowski, Legal Ethics 1214 (2016-17 ed.) Even if the initial intent of the parties is to 

the contrary, a client-lawyer relationship may be created by implication based upon the 

conduct of the parties and the reasonable expectations of the person seeking 

representation. Cuyahoga Cty Bar Ass'n v. Hardiman, 2003-0hio-5596, 100 Ohio St.3d 260. 

Moreover, the determination of whether a client-lawyer relationship is formed in Ohio 

largely turns on the reasonable belief of the prospective client. Id. See also Disciplinary 

Counsel v. Cicero, 2012-0hio-5457, 134 Ohio St.3d 311. Therefore, the Board recommends 

that clinic lawyers operate under the assumption that a client-lawyer relationship is 

formed when they interact with a clinic client. Any verbal or written assertion that a 

client-lawyer relationship is not formed in a clinic setting belies the underlying legal 

nature of the relationship and does not insulate the lawyer from his or her ethical 

obligations to the client. See N.J. Ethics Op. 671 (1993). 

The level of legal services to be offered by the lawyers in the court's self-help clinic 

is a form of limited scope representation expressly permitted under the Rules. Prof.Cond. 

R. 1.2( c). Limited scope representation, or the "unbundling" of legal services, is an 

alternative to the traditional full-service model that permits a lawyer to limit the client

lawyer relationship to a specific task such as document assistance or procedural advice. 

The scope of the representation may be limited if it is reasonable under the circumstances. 

Id. "Reasonable" is defined as the conduct of a reasonably prudent and competent 

lawyer. Prof.Cond.R. 1.0(i). In some circumstances, particularly in a legal clinic setting, 

offering limited legal services without giving traditional legal advice or making a formal 

appearance before a court can be considered reasonable. Tenn. Ethics Op. 151 (2005). 

From an ethical standpoint, appointed lawyers providing limited scope 

representation have the same ethical obligations to their clients as counsel retained to 

provide full representation including, but not limited to, a notice to and 

acknowledgement from a client concerning any lack of malpractice insurance. 

Prof.Cond.R. 6.2, cmt. [2]; Prof.Cond.R. 1.4(c). Notwithstanding the nature of the limited 

scope representation, lawyers appointed by the court in the self-help clinic must comply 

with the Rules of Professional Conduct by inter alia providing competent and diligent 

legal services, maintaining client confidences, and considering known conflicts created 

between clinic clients and current or former clients. Prof.Cond.R. 1.1, 1.3, 1.6, 1.7, and 1.9. 

See Prof.Cond.R. 6.5. 
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Additionally, the Board recommends that appointed lawyers enter into a written 

agreement with each clinic client that explains the limited nature of the legal services 

provided; that the services are limited to the actual meeting between the clinic client and 

lawyer; and that the representation will conclude without the filing by the lawyer of court 

documents or any appearance in court by the lawyer. See Prof.Cond.R. l.2(c)(written 

agreement preferred in limited scope arrangements.) The appointed lawyer should 

obtain the client's written consent to the limited scope of the representation. Prof.Cond.R. 

6.5, cmt. [2]. Finally, a lawyer who discovers that a client has a legal issue that falls 

outside the scope of the limited representation should inform his or her client of the issue, 

the fact that he or she is not representing the client regarding it, and that the client should 

seek additional legal representation. D.C. Bar Ethics Op. 330 (2005). 

CONCLUSION: The Rules of Professional Conduct contemplate the establishment 

by a court of a self-help clinic for self-represented litigants. A court with a clinic must be 

mindful of the Code of Judicial Conduct requirements of independence, integrity, and 

impartiality when approving and funding the clinic and take steps to ensure a proper 

ethical separation between the clinic, the appointed lawyers, and the court. The court's 

involvement with the clinic should be viewed as de minimis and limited to the funding 

and appointment of lawyers in order to maintain the impartiality of the court. 

Appointed lawyers in the clinic will be undertaking a limited scope representation 

of clients that forms a client-lawyer relationship under the Rules of Professional Conduct 

that triggers the lawyer's ethical obligations. Written or oral assertions that a client

lawyer relationship is not being formed are not appropriate. The Board recommends that 

lawyers enter into a written agreement that obtains the client's acknowledgement to the 

limited scope representation. 
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Ohio Prof. Cond. Rule 1.2 

Copy Citation 

Ru les current t hrough rule amendments received through October 30 , 201 7 

Ohio Court Rules Ohio Rules of Professional Conduct I. Client-lawyer relationship 

Rule 1.2. Scope of representation and allocation of 
authority between client and lawyer 

(a) Subject to div isions (c), (d }, and (e) of this rule, a lawyer shall abide by a client's 

decisions concerning the objectives of representation and, as requ ired by Rule 1.4, shall 

consult w ith the client as to th e means by which they are t o be pursued. A lawyer may take 

action on behalf of t he client as is impliedly authorized t o carry out the representation . A 

lawyer does not violate this ru le by acceding t o requests of opposing counsel that do not 

prejudice the rights of t he cl ient, being punctual in fu lfilling all professional commitments, 

avoiding offensive tactics, and treating with courtesy and consideration all persons involved 

in the legal process. A lawyer shal l abide by a client's decision whether to settle a matter. 

In a crim inal case, the lawyer sha ll abide by the cl ient's decision as to a plea to be entered, 

whether to wa ive a jury trial, and wheth er the client w ill testify. 

{b) [RESERVED] 

( c) A lawyer may limit the scope of a new or existing representation if the limitation is 

reasonable under the circumstances and communicated t o the client, preferably in writing. 

(d) 

(1) A lawyer sha ll not counsel a cl ient to engage, or assist a client, in conduct that the 

lawyer knows is illegal or fraudulent. A lawyer may discuss t he lega l consequences of 

any proposed course of conduct with a cl ient and may counsel or assist a client in 

making a good faith effort to determine the va lidity, scope, meaning, or application of 

the law. 

(2) A lawyer may counsel or assist a client regarding conduct expressly permitted 

under Sub. H.B. 523 of the 131st General Assembly authorizing the use of mari juana 

for medical purposes and any state statutes, ru les, orders, or other provisions 

implementing the act . In these circumstances, th e lawyer shall advise th e cli ent 

regarding related federal law. 

(e) Unless otherwise requi red by law, a lawyer shall not present, pa rticipate in presenting, 

or threaten to present crimina l charges or professional misconduct allegations solely to 

obtain an advantage in a civi l matter. 

History 

https://advance.lexis.com/documenll?pdmfid= I 0005 I 6&crid=af I 142de-7 106-4328-bc52-699c74c4939b&pddocf ullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fstatutes-lcgisl. .. I/ IO 
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Amended September 20, 2016. 

• Annotations 

Notes 
Comment 

Allocation of Authority between Client and Lawyer 

[1] Division (a) confers upon the client t he ultimate authori ty to determine the pu r poses to 

be served by legal representation, within the lim its imposed by law and the lawyer 's 

professional obligations. The decisions speci fied in division (a) , such as whether to settle a 

civil matter, must also be made by the cl ient. See Rule l.4(a)(1) for the lawyer's duty to 

communicate with the cli ent abou t such decisions. With respect to the means by which t he 

client's objectives are to be pursued, the lawyer shall consult with the client as req uired by 

Rule 1.4(a)(2) and may take such action as is impliedly auth orized to carry out t he 

representation . 

[2] On occasion, however, a lawyer and a client may disagree about the means to be used 

t o accomplish the client's objectives. Clients normally defer to the special knowledge and 

skill of their lawyer w ith respect to the means to be used to accomplish their objectives, 

particularly with respect to technical, legal, and tactical matters. Conversely, lawyers usually 

defer to the client regarding such questions as the expense to be incurred and concern for 

third persons who might be adversely affected. Because of the varied nature of the matters 

about which a lawyer and client might disagree and because the actions in question may 

implicate the interests of a tribuna l or other persons, this rule does not prescribe how such 

disagreements are to be resolved . Other law, however, may be applicable and shou ld be 

consulted by the lawyer. The lawyer should also consult with the client and seek a mutually 

acceptable resolution of the disagreement. If such efforts are unavailing and the lawyer has 

a fundamental disagreement with the client, the lawyer may withdraw from the 

representation. See Rule l.16(b)( 4). Conversely, the cl ient may resolve the disagreement 

by discharging the lawyer. See Rule l. 16(a) ( 3) . 

[3] At the outset of a representation, the client may authorize the lawyer to take specific 

action on the cl ient's behalf wi thout further consultation. Absent a material change in 

circumstances and subject to Rule 1.4, a lawyer may rely on such an advance author ization. 

The cl ient may, however, revoke such authority at any time. 

[ 4] I n a case in which the client appears to be suffering diminished capacity, the lawyer 's 

duty to abide by the cl ient's decisions is guided by reference to Ru le 1.14. 

[4A] Div ision (a) makes it clear that regardless of t he nature of the representation the 

lawyer does not breach a duty owed to the client by maintaining a professional and civi l 

attitude toward all persons involved in the legal process . Specifically, punctuality, the 

avoidance of offensive tactics, and t he treating of all persons wi th courtesy are viewed as 

essential components of professionalism and civi lity, and their breach may not be required 

by t he cl ient as part of the representation. 

https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid= I 0005 l 6&crid=af l l 42de-7106-4328-bc52-699c74c4939b&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fstatutcs-legisl... 2/ IO 
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Rule 1.2 replaces several provisions within Canon 7 of the Code of Professional 

Responsibility. 

The first sentence of Rule 1.2(a) generally corresponds to EC 7-7 and makes what 

previously was advisory into a rule. The second sentence of Rule 1.2(a) states explicitly 

what is implied by EC 7-7. The third sentence of Rule 1.2(a) corresponds generally to DR 7-

lOl(A)(l) and EC 7-10. Rule 1.2(a)(l) and (2) correspond to several sentences in EC 7-7. 

Rule 1.2(c) does not correspond to any Disciplinary Rule or Ethical Consideration . 

The first sentence of Ru le 1.2(d)(l) corresponds to DR 7- 102(A)(7). The second sentence of 

Rule 1.2(d)(l) is similar to EC 7-4 . 

Rule 1.2(e) is the same as DR 7-105 except for the addition of the prohibition against 

threatening "professional misconduct al legations." 

Comparison to ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct 

Rule 1.2(a) is modified slightly from the Model Ru le l.2(a) by the inclusion of t he thi rd 

sentence, which does not exist in the Model Rules. 

Model Rule l.2(b) has been moved t o Comment ( 5) of Rule 1.2 because the provision is 

more appropriately addressed in a comment rather than a black-letter ru le. 

Rule l.2(c) differs from Model Rule 1.2(c) in that it requires only that the limitation be 

communicated to the client, preferably in writing . The Model Rule requires that the cl ient 

give informed consent to th e limitation. 

Rule l. 2(d)(l) is simi lar to Model Rule 1.2(d) but differs in two aspects. The Model Rule 

language "criminal" was changed to "i llegal" in Rule 1.2(d)(l), and Model Rule 1.2(d) was 

split into two sentences in 1.2(d)(l). 

Rule l.2(d)(2) does not exist in the Model Rules. 

Rule 1.2(e) does not exist in the Model Rules . 

Case Notes 

± Access to legal representation 

± Breach of courtroom decorum 

± Contract of employment 

± Denial of continuance 

± Disbarment 

± Discharge for consulting attorney 

± Disqual ification of attorney 

± Duty of attorney 

± Duty to counsel cl ient 

± Illegal drugs as payment for services 

± Misrepresenting defendant's record 

± No v iolation found 

± Not guilty by reason of insanity defense 

± Reprimand 

https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid= I 0005 I 6&crid=afl 142de-7 l 06-4328-bc52-699c74c4939b&pddocfullpath=%2Fsharcd%2Fdocument%2Fstatutes-legisl ... 3/ l O 
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.!. Threatening client with crimina l action 

Decisions Under Former Law 

"i' Access to legal representation 

When an employee, upon being told that her annual bonus income would be reduced by 50 

percent, said she would consult an attorney and was discharged a week later for threatening 

another employee, it was error to grant summary judgment to her employer on a claim of 

wrongful discharge in violation of public policy on the theory that her threat to consult an 

attorney was distinct from an actual consultation and was not a protected activity giving rise 

to a claim of termination in violation of public policy because this was a distinction without a 

difference, and provisions in Ohio Const. art. I, § 16 and Ohio Code Prof. Resp. EC 1- 1 and 

2-1, encouraging employees to consu lt an attorney regarding possible claims that would 

affect an employer's business interests showed that the employer's claim that the 

term ination was valid was a factual issue which had to be submitted to the trier of fact. 

Newcomb v. Hostetler Catering. Inc .• -- Ohio App. 3d --. 2007 Ohio 361. -- N.E. 2d --. 2007 

Ohio App. LEXIS 309 (Jan. 29, 2007). 

"i' Breach of courtroom decorum 

Respondent's zea lous representation of his client pursuant to Canon 7 was no excuse for his 

disrespectful, discourteous behavior wh ich resu lted in a serious breach of courtroom 

decorum: Bar Assa. of Greater Cleveland v. Milano. 9 Ohio St. 3d 86. 459 N.E.2d 496. 1984 

Ohio LEXIS 1011 (1984). 

"i' Contract of employment 

Attorney was suspended for one year with that suspension stayed based upon the attorney's 

admission and several mitigators, including his severe depression, and will ingness to get 

treatment, after the attorney fi led a personal injury action for a client then d ismissed it 

without the client's consent and did not refile within the statute of l im itations period; the 

attorney violated Ohio Code Prof. Resp. DR 1-102(A)(S), 6-101(A)(3), 7-101(A)(2), 7-

101(A)(3) and Ohio Sup. Ct. R. Gov't Bar V(4)(G). Akron Bar Ass'n v. Goodlet. 99 Ohio St. 

3d 355. 2003 Ohio 3935. 792 N.E. 2d 1072. 2003 Ohio LEXIS 2104 (Aug. 6, 2003) . 

Attorney's license to practice law was suspended for one year, stayed for six months on 

conditions of his repaying his cl ient, based on findings of misconduct, includ ing the neglect 

of a cl ient's case and failure to account for unearned fees . The attorney violated former Ohio 

Code Prof. Resp. 6-10 1(A)(3), 7- 101(A)(2), and 9-102(8)(4) by abandoning his cl ient and 

ignoring req uests for her file and an accounting. Cuyahoga County Bar Ass'n v. Peto. - - Ohio 

St. 3d --. 2007 Ohio 5250, -- N.E, 2d --. 2007 Ohio LEXIS 2520 (Oct. 10, 2007). 

"i' Denial of continuance 

Where a trial court denies a continuance in a criminal trial and, as a consequence, defense 

counsel refuses to part icipate in the trial for fear that the defendant would receive 

ineffective assistance of counsel and that counsel would be in violation of DR 6-101(A)(2) 

and 7-101(A)(3), the court may commit er ror under the circumstances of the particular case 

in finding defense counsel in contempt and in imposing a fine: In re Sherlock. 37 Ohio App. 

3d 204. 525 N.E.2d 512, 1987 Ohio App. LEXIS 10607 (1987). 

"i' Disbarment [~l 

https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid= I 0005 I 6&crid=af I I 42de-71 06-4328-bc52-699c74c4939b&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fstatutes-legisl .. . 4/ IO 
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his client trust account and transferred those funds to another account; the attorney acted 

with a dishonest or selfish motive, engaged in a pattern of misconduct over a period of 

years, committed multiple offenses, failed to cooperate in the disciplinary process, failed to 

acknowledge the wrongful nature of his misconduct, caused harm to vu lnerable persons, 

and made no effort to make restitution. Trumbull Cnty. Bar Ass'n v. Roland. 147 Ohio St. 3d 

274, 2016- Ohio 5579. -- N.E.2d - -, 2016 Ohio LEXIS 2125 (Aug. 31, 2016). 

Supreme court permanently disbarred an attorney because he removed a client's funds from 

his cl ient trust account and transferred those funds to another account; the attorney acted 

with a dishonest or selfish motive, engaged in a pattern of misconduct over a period of 

years, committed multiple offenses, failed to cooperate in the disciplinary process, failed to 

acknowledge the wrongful nature of his misconduct, caused harm to vulnerable persons, 

and made no effort to make restitution. Trumbull Cnty, Bar Ass'n y. Roland. 147 Ohio St. 3d 

274, 2016- Ohio 5579, -- N.E.2d -- , 2016 Ohio LEXIS 2125 (Aug. 31, 2016) . 

Attorney was disbarred for violating the Rules of Professional Conduct because he 

demonstrated a lack of cooperation in the disciplinary process, was convicted of theft for 

misappropriating funds from his employer, knowingly accepted and kept reta iners that were 

intended to be used for pursuing claims that he knew or should have known were frivolous, 

and took fees from clients and failed to do any work or return any of the money. Cincinnati 

Bar Ass'n Y, Damon, 140 Ohio St, 3d 383. 2014- Ohio 3765, -- N,E,2d - - , 2014 Ohio LEXIS 

2.Q23. (Sept. 3, 20 14). 

Attorney was permanently disbarred, and ordered to pay restitu tion, because he accepted 

thousands of dollars from the two affected clients, failed to pursue their claims for 

postconviction relief while they sat in prison and deceived them by representing that he was 

working to secure the reductions of their criminal sentences. After seven years, he had filed 

only a seven-page application to reopen one client's appeal and had filed nothing in the 

other client's case. Disciplinary Counsel v . Tomson. 136 Ohio St. 3d 71, 2013- Ohio 2154, 

990 N.E.2d 579, 2013 Ohio LEXIS 1365 (June 4, 2013). 

Attorney was permanently disbarred from the practice of law in Ohio because the attorney 

lied to the IRS, a bankruptcy trustee, the attorney's clients, th e courts, and discipl inary 

counsel, as well as misappropriated client funds. Disciplinary Counsel v. Crosby. 132 Ohio 

St. 3d 387. 2012 Ohio 2872, 972 N. E.2d 574. 2012 Ohio LEXI S 1656 (June 27, 2012). 

'i' Discharge for consult ing attorney 

When considering sources of public policy that encouraged employees to consu lt an attorney 

about possible claims that would affect an employer's business interests, the Ohio 

Constitution gave the Ohio Supreme Court the authority to adopt the Code of Professional 

Responsibility (CPR), and the CPR contained two provisions which helped to show that 

encouraging individuals to consult an attorney was a clear public policy in Ohio. Ohio Code 

Prof. Resp. EC 1-1 stated that every person in society should have ready access to t he 

independent professional services of a lawyer of integrity and competence, and Ohio Code 

Prof. Resp. EC 2-1 stated that the need of members of the public for legal services was met 

only if they recogn ized their lega l problems, appreciated the importance of seeking legal 

assistance, and were able to obtain the services of acceptable legal counsel. Important 

functions of the legal profession were to educate laymen to recognize their legal problems, 

to facili tate the process of intell igent selection of lawyers, and to assist in making lega l 

services fully avai lable, and it would be inappropriate to engraft upon the CPR the caveat 

https://advance.lcxis .com/document/?pdmfid= I 0005 I 6&crid=afl I 42dc-7 106-4328-bc52-699c74c4939b&pddocrul lpath=%2 Fsharcd%2Fdocument%2Fstatutes-lcgisl.. . 5/ IO 
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client that she might lose her livel ihood simply for consu lting the attorney." Newcomb v . 

Hostetler Catering. Inc .. -- Ohio App. 3d --. 2007 Ohio 361. -- N.E. 2d --. 2007 Ohio App . 

LEXIS 309 (Jan. 29, 2007). 

'i' Disqualification of attorney 

Trial court abused its discretion in granting the motion to disqualify the attorney because, 

since the attorney was acting as personal counsel for appellants, he could not have also 

been a "third-party neutral" and would not have been prohibited from representing 

appellants. The attorney cou ld not have been a "third-party neutral" to assist others who 

were not his cli ents to reach a resolution of their dispute because appellants already were 

his cl ients. Marathon Hotels, I nc. v. Mi ller Goler Faeges Lapine, L.L.P., -- Ohio App. 3d --, 

2017- Ohio 959. -- N.E.2d --. 2017 Ohio App. LEXIS 960 (Mar. 9, 2017). 

Trial court erred when it disqualified the attorneys. There was no evidence to aid the trial 

court in determining whether their testimony would have been admissible or whether their 

testimony would have prejudiced their client such that the presumption of continued 

representation in Ohio Code Prof. Resp. DR 1-502(B) should not have applied. Hall v . 

Tucker. 169 Ohio App. 3d 520. 2006 Ohio 5895. 863 N.E.2d 1064. 2006 Ohio App. LEXIS 

5833 (2006). 

'i' Duty of attorney 

Children were not denied their right to procedural due process in their action requesting a 

finding of neglect and dependency because the chi ldren, by and th rough their attorney, 

were given an opportunity to be heard at the hearing, and the chi ldren's wishes were known 

and heard by the trial court through their attorney. In re C.O., -- Ohio App . 3d --, 2013-

0hio 5239. -- N.E.2d --. 2013 Ohio App. LEXIS 5450 (Nov. 27, 20 13). 

Attorney was suspended from the practice of law for one year, stayed, because there was 

clear and convincing evidence in support of the stipulated rule violations and in support of 

the aggravating and mitigating factors. The attorney was no longer a danger to clients and 

no actual suspension from the practice of law was necessary to protect the public from 

harm. Mahoning County Bar Ass'n v. Zena, -- Ohio St. 3d --, 2013- Ohio 4585. -- N.E.2d --. 

2013 Ohio LEXIS 2338 (Oct. 23, 2013). 

Attorney violated Oh io R. Prof. Conduct 1.5(a) and Ohio Code Prof. Resp. DR 2-106(A) by 

charging excessive fees to a client that were replete with charges at her attorney rate for 

nonlegal services such as arranging the client's doctors' appointments, handling mundane 

tasks related t o his cable-television and magazine subscriptions, researching local feline 

clubs, and arranging for the replacement of his watch battery. Her claim that Ohio R. Prof. 

Conduct 1.2 , lA, and .5...Z authorized her conduct because the client demanded those 

services from her failed, as nothing in those ru les permitted her to violate her ethical 

obligations in pursuing her cl ients' objectives or to charge attorney rates for nonlegal 

services at the behest of a client. Dayton Bar Ass'n v. Parisi. 131 Ohio St. 3d 345. 2012 

Ohio 879. 965 N.E.2d 268. 2012 Ohio LEXIS 658 (Mar. 8, 2012). 

Attorney's failure to fi le an appellate brief for a cl ient constituted violations of Ohio R. Prof. 

Conduct 1.2(a), Ll, l.4(a)(3), and 8.4(d) and (h). Disciplinary Counsel v. Ranke. 130 Ohio 

St. 3d 139. 2011 Ohio 4730. 956 N.E. 2d 288. 2011 Ohio LEXIS 2357 (Sept. 22, 2011). 

Attorney did not violate his professional duty as stated in Ohio Code Prof. Resp. EC 7-8 

when he pursued suit against the buyers of certain property belonging to the cl ient in the 
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showed that the client assigned his interests in the property to the attorney, and this 

assignment provided evidence of the cl ient's ratification of the attorney's course of conduct. 

Augusta v. Lemieux. -- Ohio App . 3d - -. 2006 Ohio 6696, - - N.E. 2d --, 2006 Ohio App. 

LEXIS 6594 (Dec. 15, 2006). 

Multiple attorneys who represented a minor passenger, a minor driver, and their respective 

parents in actions against each other, al leging claims of negligence and loss of consortium 

ar ising from a vehicle accident that each party blamed on the other, had ethical obligations 

to represent the clients' interest, as expressed by the client, pursuant to Ohio Code Prof. 

Resp. EC 7-7 and 7-8 . There was no ethica l violation found by the attorneys' conduct, as 

they each were acting in independent roles, and the cl ient did not have the burden of 

electing which course of action to take, where such choice would have entitled abandoning 

either his defense or his pursuit of a claim. Jacobs v. McAllister, - - Ohio App. 3d -- , 2006 

Ohio 123. -- N.E. 2d --, 2006 Ohio App. LEXIS 94 (Jan. 13, 2006). 

Where an attorney apparently converted a client's funds and failed to respond to a 

disciplina ry investigation, the attorney violated Ohio Code Prof. Resp. DR 1-102(A)(4), 1-

102(A)(6), 6 -101(A)(3), 7-101(A)(2), 9-102(8)(3), and Ohio Sup. Ct. R. Gov't Bar V(4)(G); 

as a result, the attorney was suspended indefinitely from the practice of law. Office of 

Disciplinary Counsel v. Smith. 101 Ohio St. 3d 27, 2003 Ohio 6623. 800 N.E. 2d 1129, 2003 

Ohio LEXIS 3437 (Dec. 31, 2003). 

'i' Duty to counsel client 

Where an attorney violated Ohio Code Prof. Resp. DR 6-101(A)(3) , 7-101(A)(2) , 1-102(A) 

(4) and 9-102(8)(4) by se riously neglecting clients' cases, deceiving the clients, and fa iling 

to return client funds, and thereafter ignored investigative inquiries and disciplinary 

proceedings in violation of Ohio Sup. Ct. R. Gov't Bar V(4)(G), and failed to present any 

mitigating evidence pursuant to Ohio Sup. Ct. R. Gov't Bar V(10)(B)(2), the attorney was 

disbarred. Toledo Bar Ass'n v. Pommeranz. 102 Ohio St. 3d 26, 2004 Ohio 1586, 806 N.E. 

2d 509, 2004 Ohio LEXIS 703 (Apr. 14, 2004). 

Under EC 7-8, an attorney has a duty to counsel a cl ient as to appropriate courses of action, 

not merely to serve as a "hired gun" executing the cl ient's wishes: Disciplinary Counci l v. 

Hardesty. 80 Ohio St. 3d 444. 1997 Ohio 329, 687 N.E.2d 417, 1997 Ohio LEXIS 3137 

{1997) . 

'i' Illegal drugs as payment for services 

Accepting il legal drugs as payment for legal services violates both DR 2-106(A) and 7-

102(A)(7): Columbus Bar Assa. v. Cockrum, 21 Ohio St. 3d 51, 487 N.E.2d 314, 1986 Ohio 

LEXIS 523 ( 1986). 

'i' Misrepresenting defendant's record 

Under DR 7-102, a criminal defense lawyer is prohibited from misrepresenting a client's 

prior record: Cincinnati Bar Ass'n v. Nienaber. 80 Ohio St. 3d 534. 1997 Ohio 314. 687 

N.E.2d 678, 1997 Ohio LEXIS 3159 (1997). 

'i' No violation found 

Attorney did not violate Ohio R. Prof. Conduct 1.1, Ll, 1.4(a)(3), l.4{a)(4), .L.2, or 4.....1 as 

the complainant's husband testified that the attorney had regularly communicated with him 

and that he had given the attorney authority to settle the case . Mahoning County Bar Ass'n 
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20 12). 

'i' Not guilty by reason of insanity defense 

Counsel was not ineffective because he acceded to the inmate's directive to forego a not 

guilty by reason of insanity defense as counsel's professional obligation was to abide by the 

inmate's wishes. State v. Davis, -- Ohio App. 3d --, 2014- Ohio 90. -- N.E.2d --. 2014 Ohio 

App. LEXIS 82 (Jan. 14, 2014). 

'i' Reprimand 

Attorney was publicly reprimanded because although the attorney obtained an excellent 

result for his client, who was not prejud iced by the attorney's conduct, the attorney 

admitted that he settled the eviction cases without the client's consent; while the attorney 

informed the client that he lacked malpractice insurance, the attorney failed to have the 

client sign the written notice required by the professional-conduct rules. Cincinnati Bar Ass'n 

V. Bell, -- Ohio St. 3d --, 2017- Ohio 9088. -- N.E.2d --. 2017 Ohio LEXIS 2604 (Dec. 19, 

2017). 

Attorney was publicly reprimanded because although the attorney engaged in a pattern of 

misconduct, it occurred in a single case and arose from his erroneous belief that his clients' 

bankruptcy fi lings were imminent and that the anticipated bankruptcy stay would obviate 

the need for him to take further action. Akron Bar Ass'n v. Shenise. -- Ohio St. 3d --. 2015-

0hio 1548, -- N,E,2d --, 2015 Ohio LEXIS 995 {Apr. 29, 20 15) . 

'i" Suspension 

Attorney was suspended from the practice of law for six months for violations of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct, including failing to fully communicate scope of representation to a 

client, and failing to act with reasonable di ligence and promptness. Dayton Bar Ass'n v. 

Stenson, -- Ohio St. 3d --, 2014- Ohio 2339, -- N.E,2d -- . 2014 Ohio LEXIS 1360 (June 4, 

2014). 

Attorney was indefin itely suspended from t he practice of law for engaging in multiple acts of 

misconduct by accepting legal fees from clients and failing to perform the work, failing to 

reasonably communicate with his clients during their representation, fa iling to maintain a 

client trust account, issu ing solicitation letters that were misleading because they gave the 

impression that he worked for a fi rm with multiple lawyers, when in fact he was a solo 

practitioner, and failing to assist in a disciplinary investigation . Cleveland Metro. Bar Ass'n v. 

Lemieux. 139 Ohio St. 3d 320. 2014-0hio 2127, -- N.E.2d -- . 2014 Ohio LEXIS 1216 (May 

27, 2014). 

Attorney's mental-il lness suspension was lifted but she was suspended from the practice of 

law for one year, with cond itions, by failing to maintain complete records of the cl ient funds 

in her possession, withdrawal of unearned fees from her client t rust account, failure to 

perform contracted legal work, and fa ilure to cooperate in the resulting disciplinary 

investigation. The conduct occurred before her brain injury. Cincjnnatj Bar Ass'n v. 

Lawrence. 137 Ohio St. 3d 299. 2013- Ohio 4735. 998 N,E.2d 1161. 2013 Ohio LEXIS 2464 

(Oct. 31, 2013) . 

'i' Threatening client with criminal action 

Suspension of the attorney's license to practice law in Ohio for six months was proper 

because he violated Ohio R. Prof. Conduct 1.2(e) and MLbl and acted with a selfish motive, 
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presence of the client's six-year-old child. Further, the attorney did not wholeheartedly 

admit that his conduct was wrongful, but instead claimed that it was only a technical 

violation of his ethical obligations. Cincinnati Bar Ass'n v . Hartke. 132 Ohio St. 3d 116. 2012 

Ohio 2443. 969 N.E.2d 1189. 2012 Ohio LEXIS 1410 (June 6, 2012). 

Opinion Notes 

Independence from Client's Views or Activities 

[5] A lawyer's representation of a client, including representation by appointment, does not 

constitute an endorsement of the cl ient's political, economic, social, or moral views or 

activities. Legal representation should not be denied to people who are unable to afford legal 

services or whose cause is controversial or the subject of popular disapproval. By the same 

token, representing a client does not constitute approval of the client's views or activities. 

Agreements Limiting Scope of Representation 

[6] [RESERVED] 

[7] Alt hough division (c) affords the lawyer and client substantial latitude in defining the 

scope of the representation, any limitation must be reasonable under the circumstances. If, 

for example, a cl ient's objective is limited to securing general information about the law that 

the client needs in order to handle a common and typically uncomplicated legal problem, the 

lawyer and client may agree that the lawyer's services will be limited to a brief telephone 

consultation . Such a lim itation would not be reasonable if the time al lotted was not sufficient 

to yield advice upon which the cl ient cou ld rely. In addition, the terms upon which 

representation is undertaken may exclude specific means that might otherwise be used to 

accomplish the client's objectives. Such limitations may exclude act ions that th e client 

thinks are too costly or that the lawyer regards as repugnant or imprudent. Although an 

agreement for a limited representation does not exempt a lawyer from the duty to provide 

competent representation, the limitation is a factor to be considered when determining the 

legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and preparation reasonably necessary for the 

representation. See Rule 1.1. 

[7 A] Written confirmation of a l imitation of a new or existing representation is preferred 

and may be any writing that is presented to the client that reflects the limitation, such as a 

letter or electronic transmission addressed to the client or a court order. A lawyer may 

create a form or checklist that specifies the scope of the client-lawyer relationship and the 

fees to be charged. An order of a court appointing a lawyer to represent a client is su fficient 

to confirm the scope of that representation. 

[8] All agreements concerning a lawyer's representation of a client must accord with the 

Ohio Rules of Professional Conduct and other law. See, e.g. , Rules 1.1, 1.8 and 5.6. 

Illegal, Fraudulent and Prohibited Transactions 

[9] Division (d)( 1) prohibits a lawyer from knowingly counseling or assisting a client to 

commit an illegal act or fraud. This prohibition, however, does not preclude the lawyer from 

giving an honest opinion about the actual consequences that appear likely to result from a 

cl ient's con duct. Nor does the fact that a client uses advice in a course of action that is 

illegal or fraudulent of itself make a lawyer a party to the course of action. There is a critical 
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recommending the means by which an illegal act or fraud might be committed with 

impunity. 

[10] When the client's course of action has already begun and is continuing, the lawyer's 

responsibility is especially delicate. The lawyer is required to avoid assisting the client, for 

example, by drafting or delivering documents that the lawyer knows are fraudulent or by 

suggesting how the wrongdoing might be concealed. A lawyer may not continue assisting a 

client in conduct that the lawyer originally supposed was legally permissible but then 

discovers is improper. See Rules 3.3(b) and 4.l(b). 

[11 ] Where the cl ient is a fiduciary, the lawyer may be charged with special obligations in 

dealings with a beneficiary. 
Actions• 

[12] Division (d)(l) applies whether or not the defrauded party is a party to the 

transaction. Hence, a lawyer must not participate in a transaction to effectuate illegal or 

fraudulent avoidance of tax liability. Division (d)(l) does not preclude undertaking a criminal 

defense incident to a general retainer for legal services to a lawful enterprise. The last 

clau se of division (d)(l) recognizes that determining the validity or interpreta t ion of a 

statute or regulation may require a course of action involving disobedience of the statute or 

regulation or of the interpretation placed upon it by governmental authorities. 

[13] If a lawyer comes to know or reasonably should know that a client expects assistance 

not permitted by the Ohio Rul es of Professional Conduct or other law or if t he lawyer intends 

to act contrary to the client's instructions, the lawyer must consult with the client regarding 

th e limitations on the lawyer's conduct. See Rule 1.4(a)(5). 

OHIO RULES OF COURT SERVICE 
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OPINION 2017-07 

Issued October 6, 2017 

Court Established Self-Help Clinics for Self-Represented Litigants 

SYLLABUS: In order to ensure the right of self-represented litigants to be heard, a court 

may establish and fund a self-help center to assist self-represented litigants as long as the 

independence, integrity, and impartiality of its judges is maintained. A court may 

appoint and compensate lawyers to provide limited scope representation to litigants in a 

self-help clinic. A lawyer who provides legal assistance through a self-help clinic creates 

a client-lawyer relationship, although the relationship may be limited in scope. A written 

agreement that obtains the client's acknowledgement to the limited scope representation 

is recommended. 

This nonbinding advisory opinion is issued by the Ohio Board of Professional Conduct 
in response to a prospective or hypothetical question regarding the application of 
ethics rules applicable to Ohio judges and lawyers. The Ohio Board of Professional 
Conduct is solely responsible for the content of this advisory opinion, and the advice 
contained in this opinion does not reflect and should not be construed as reflecting the 
opinion of the Supreme Court of Ohio. Questions regarding this advisory opinion 
should be directed to the staff of the Ohio Board of Professional Conduct. 
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ADDING BY SUBTRACTING: HOW LIMITED SCOPE AGREEMENTS 
FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION REPRESENTATION CAN INCREASE 
ACCESS TO ATTORNEY SERVICES 

[Tjhe lair has never .fOreclosed the right o,f con1petent, infonned cit(::ens to resolve their 01t'n disputes in 

1vhatevcr way n1ay suit them. 1 

I. Introduction - the Problem of the "'At-risk Parties" 

Consider Joan, 
2 

a single mother in her mid-thirties with two children under the age of ten at home. Joan lives in a modest 

three-bedroom bungalow that she and her then-husband bought in 2007, when she was pregnant with her youngest 

child and still married. She largely relied on her husband to take care of the finances while they were married. Joan's 

husband left her in mid-2009, and the two of then1 spent a significant amount of their marital assets on divorce attorneys. 

Fallowing the divorce, Joan retained the marital home, but she also assumed all of the obligations under the mortgage. 

Joan works full time as a hairdresser, and she receives intermittent child support payments from her ex-husband. She 

lives month-to-month with little savings. Her mortgage payment is her biggest obligation each month, and she is paying 

down credit card debt and some of her children's medical bills. In 2012, Joan received a terrible surprise in the mail

her mortgage payment increased by more than $400 per month. After spending countless hours making phone calls 

to the bank, she learned that her mortgage was an adjustable-rate mortgage, not the fixed rate mortgage that she had 

anticipated. The first adjustment came five years after purchasing the house in 2007. Although Joan signed all of the 

loan paperwork, both at the time of the purchase and when she assumed the mortgage obligation upon her divorce, she 

was unaware that her mortgage payments could change over *660 time. Joan's budget did not take into account this 

change, and she does not have the money to cover this new mortgage payment. She spent countless more hours on the 
phone unsuccessfully trying to get a loan modification so that she can make her payn1ents. 

Joan, who is now angry, confused, and upset, tried contacting a number of attorneys to see if they could help her modify 
her mortgage payments so they are 111ore comparable to her old payments. She even went to discuss the issue with one 

attorney who has a "free consultation." But ultimately, no attorney would agree to take her case against the bank. None 

of those lawyers told her why they would not represent her, they simply told her that they were too busy and could not 
take on the representation. 

Despite this stated reason, some, perhaps all, of these attorneys turned Joan down because her case is too "small.'' In 

the eyes of many attorneys, her case is "small'' because the amount of potential return on a contingency fee basis is 
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too low to make the case worthwhile for the attorney, and the amount likely owed on an hourly fee could potentially 

dwarf any return by Joan. Of course, none of these attorneys asked whether the case is "small" to Joan. In addition, 

Joan cannot afford to pay a lawyer on an hourly basis to take this case to court and through trial. 3 Joan is essentially 

"unrepresentable." Her only realistic options are to bring the case on a prose basis to request a loan 111odification or 
to wait to be sued. 

For Joan, court likel:y is not eYen her best option. Her true interests are to stay in the family home and continue to 

pay on her mortgage at a level that is comfortable in her budget. These options, however, could only be achieved in a 
negotiated settlement (either in unassisted negotiations or in 1nediation) because courts have little power other than to 

avvard monetary dan1ages. 
4 

Joan, hoVv·cver, has had a difficult time talking to anyone at the bank, and she docs not 

know what mediation is. In addition, Joan is so angry and upset that she honestly (but perhaps mistakenly) believes 
that she has a "good case." 

Consider Joe, a self-employed plumber who slipped and fell on an unmarked wet floor at a local coffee shop. Joe-who 

has never carried *661 medical insurance because he never thought insurance was v.·orth the price he v.·ould have to 

pay on the open market-went to the emergency roo1n following this incident, at the suggestion of the owner of the coffee 

shop. This visit to the emergency room and follow-up care was significantly more expensive than Joe would have e\'er 
imagined. Joe received bills for doctors, hospitals, x-rays, and medications, totaling n1ore than $4,500. When he asked the 

shop owner to rei1nburse hiln, the owner offered him $1,250 ifhe would sign a Jetter releasing the store fro1n additional 

liability. Needless to say, Joe was infuriated. He contacted a number of attorneys in the telephone book. and one or two 
referred to him by friends, but no one was willing to take his case. 

Both Joan and Joe would be significantly better off if they could pay for a few hours of attorney time to help conduct 

the negotiations, prepare them for mediation, or even attend a mediation with them, than they would be handling the 
entire litigation prose. Limited scope attorneys specializing in alternative dispute resolution ("ADR ") procedures could 

help clients like these achieve their goals and resolve their disputes in a timely n1anner. If more attorneys would consider 

providing these types oflimited services, additional clients (i.e. people considered "nobody's clients" now) could be served 
in the way that matters most to them. 

This Article suggests a new model for attorney representation based on the co1nbined use of limited scope representation 5 

and ADR processes to give otherwise unrepresented parties greater access to justice. 6 Although none of these three 

concepts (i.e., access to justice, unbundled services, 7 and ADR) are new, tying them together in this manner has yet 
to be considered in the scholarly literature. In addition to providing new resources for clients, *662 attorneys could 

expand their practices, gain additional clients, and increase their revenue, all while helping represent the otherwise 

unrepresentable. As discussed in more detail below, these ideas could also alleviate the court systems as well as provide 
additional avenues for law schools and legal aid providers to provide services. 

Limited scope representation is well within the bounds of the ethical practice of law. The Model Rules of Professional 

Conduct have long allowed attorneys and clients to limit the scope of the representation. 8 Model Rule of Professional 

Conduct l.2(c) provides: "(c) A lawyer may limit the scope of the representation if the limitation is reasonable under the 

circumstances and the client gives informed consent." 9 A concise definition of "limited scope representation" is hiring 

an attorney to perform a "discrete task" and nothing else. lO Recently, the ABA endorsed limited-scope representation, 

or "unbundling," in a Resolution, encouraging more attorneys to engage in this practice. 11 Prior to this Article, 1nost 

clients, attorneys, and scholars considered those "discrete tasks" to be litigation tasks, such as document drafting and 

hearing appearances. 
12 

This Article shows how that type of thinking is short-sighted (perhaps even misguided) and 
should be broadened to better serve clients and client interests. 
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Part II of this Article considers the inefficiencies present in the area of pro se representations, and the benefits of 
working with counsel, even on a *663 limited basis. Part III of this Article discusses just how the themes of ADR, 

limited scope representation, and access to justice can be woven together as a new way to practice law. Part f\l presents 
concrete examples of the types of representation services that could be offered on a limited scope basis. Part V discusses 

the policy reasons supporting and challenging this proposal in the views of the many different stakeholders at issue, 

including potential clients, attorneys, courts, and pro bono service providers, including law college clinics. Finally, Part 

VI concludes by tying together the ideas of limited scope representation, alternative dispute resolution and access to 
justice. This Article suggests that courts, lawyers, and law schools begin to offer these services more regularly, ulti1nately 
creating additional consu1ner awareness on the part of potential clients. The ultin1ate goal is to provide more services to 
those who cannot otherwise afford then1, to increase attorney revenue, and to reduce court congestion all at the same 
tilne. 

II. The "'Pro Se Problem'~ 

In our current legal system, many people who v:ant representation simply do not have access to attorney services. 

Although criminal defendants have a Sixth Amendment right to counsel, 13 this right does not apply in civil 

proceedings. 
14 

And yet, these cases are still important to the litigants, especially the ones inYolving wages, ,vorkplace 

conditions, divorce, child custody, child support, housing (i.e., eviction), bankruptcy, and immigration status. 15 Judges 

and attorneys often do not appreciate how "big" these cases *664 actually are for those involved. In addition, Legal 
Aid and other nonMprofit providers of legal services are dran1atically underfunded, and clients 111ay not be getting the 

services they deserve. 16 Increasing the work load of legal aid providers is a recipe for disaster. 17 

These "at risk" plaintiffs, then, must turn to self-representation in order to vindicate their rights. Unfortunately for them, 

"at risk" plaintiffs face numerous obstacles during the litigation process due to the litigants' unfamiliarity with the legal 

landscape. 18 They are disadvantaged in almost every way. Professor Richard Painter succinctly stated: 

In July 2010, the ABA announced a nationwide survey of approximately 1,200 state trial judges on the topic 

of pro se litigation. The survey showed that an increasing number of litigants are representing themselves 
in cases involving hon1e foreclosures, domestic relations, housing 1natters, and consu1ner issues. The judges 
also responded that litigants are generally doing a poor job of representing themselves and are burdening 

the courts. 19 

Given the significant disadvantages, self-represented litigants do not have true access to justice-only the potential for 
access to justice. Alternative procedures, such as ADR-and a little help from attorneys-would go a long way to solving 
this problem. 

*665 A. Pro Se Litigants Arc Unfamiliar With the Law and Procedure 

Undoubtedly, the biggest challenge facing prose participants is their unfamiliarity with the law and legal procedure. Both 

of these areas have distinct challenges. Access to the rules of law and legal precedent (discussed below) is a significant 

problem. 
2° Knowing the law, however, is only a portion of the challenge for anyone who participates in litigation. The 

other-perhaps larger-challenge lies in understanding the court's procedures and policies, including the rules of procedure, 
the rules of evidence, and the rules of conduct, a1nong other rules. 
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Over the last decade-particularly since the Great Recession-the number of self-represented litigants has increased, 21 

leaving more people to *666 navigate the legal labyrinth alone. As one prose litigant noted "People filing pro semust try 
to untie the tangled rope of procedure, rules, and precedent on their own. The result is often a morass of indecipherable 

legal pleadings, forfeiture of basic rights, and clogging of court dockets." 22 Pro se litigants must understand the 

co1nplex rules of procedure, including complaint drafting, service of process, and motion practice. 23 In addition, pro se 
participants may not understand important deadlines (such as the statute of limitations or the deadline for filing a notice 

of appeal) and may n1ake sitnple mistakes that would constitute malpractice if an attorney \Vere involved. 24 Although 
the modern era of prose participation in court proceedings has *667 brought about some changes (such as the increased 

use of forms and provision of legal "information'"), 25 these measures simply do not substitute for an attorney. Without 
meaningful access to attorneys, self-represented participants do not have true access to justice. 

B. Pro Se Litigants Have Fewer Legal Research Resources 

In addition, the prose participant is unlikely to have significant access to legal references, such as legal precedent, statutes, 
regulations, and secondary authority. These resources are critical in litigation to show the existence of a cause of action 
or defense, but they are largely inaccessible to the untrained. The most comprehensive legal information providers (i.e., 

Westlaw, Lexis Nexis. and Bloomberg) are simply too costly to "one shot" players (and even many attorneys. 26 

Other factors can also in1pact the research resources of prose litigants. The homeless only have internet access at public 

libraries and other public facilities. 27 Even for those who can access internet resources, those of lovver intelligence and 

the uneducated will have a difficult time understanding legal resources. 28 Certainly the internet and the explosion of 

legal "self help" have begun to provided needed resources; 29 however, today's software and forms *668 simply cannot 

take the place of lawyers. 30 Law librarians try to assist patrons in finding legal references, but they do not provide 
legal advice or other\\:ise represent clients. Without competent legal representation, the pro se population is seriously 
disadvantaged in the courts. 

C. Pro Se Litigants Face Biases From Judges And Opposing Counsel 

Although completely unjustified, pro se litigants face huge hurdles from the court system, as well as from opposing 
counsel. Justice surely is not blind v,,·hen a pro se litigant sub1nits a poorly written brief, 111isunderstands orders, misses 
deadlines, or presents a 1nuddled cross-examination. As a practical matter, people do not like dealing with prose litigants, 

because they ask a large number of questions of opposing counsel, the court, and court staff. 31 Indeed, the learning 
curve for a ne¥' litigant is steep, and few courts, counsel, and staff are interested in spending their time helping so1neone 
climb this curve or have the incentive to do so. 

Of course, courts must provide a certain amount of leeway for pro se litigants, 32 especially in interpreting pro se 

pleadings, 33 but this may breed resentment, not true assistance. Depending on the type of assistance needed, judges may 
find themselves outwardly appearing biased in favor of the prose party, thus compromising their all-important duty of 

impartiality, while internally dealing with frustration and other hostility toward the prose party, 34 especially when the 

parties eat at the court's patience. 35 Prose cases *669 si1nply take longer than cases involving represented parties and 

courts and opposing counsel may resent the time spent on these cases, 36 putting prose parties at a disadvantage. 

D. Pro Se Litigants Are Unable to Value Their Own Cases 
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One of the many benefits attorneys bring to their clients is their past experience and their ability to judge the value of 
cases. Often, pro se parties are "one shot" players who have no dealings in the legal systen1 other than their current 
dispute. Having not seen similar cases in the past, a prose litigant is likely to have little on which to judge the value of the 

case. 
37 

Even the ABA acknowledged pro se participants' difficulty in case evaluation. These litigants "need assistance 
with decision making and judgment. They need to know their options, possible outcomes, and the strategies to pursue 

1 · b' . ,. 38 t 1e1r o 1echves. 

Another reason why pro se litigants are less likely to value their cases appropriately is that they are too close to the 
conflict. Attorneys. by contrast, are detached from the conflict and able to assess the case fro1n a more neutral *670 

point of view. Although attorneys certainly have biases in favor of their own cases, too, 39 they can still serve as a "reality 

check" "to rein in unrealistic expectations" on the part of the prose participants. 40 Prose participants are also unlikely 
to assess realistically the monetary value (or lack thereof) associated with their own pain and suffering, frustration, anger, 
tin1e value, and other non-tangibles. 

E. Pro Se Litigants Are Less Likely To Understand Alternatives 

Pro se parties, too, are less likely to understand their alternatives to litigation and whether those options \Yould be 
beneficial in their case. Much to the disn1ay of the ADR comn1unity, tenns like "1nediation" and "arbitration" are still 
not household words, and many in the lay community (and sadly, so1ne within the legal comn1unity) do not understand 
the differences in these very different procedures. 

If the community at large has only a foggy idea about alternative dispute resolution procedures available, then they will 

be unlikely to try to e1nploy them on their own. In some cases, individuals are required to mediate or arbitrate, 41 but 
without such require1nents, pro se parties are unlikely to choose mediation or arbitration on their own. Pro se parties 
might be better served in ADR procedures because of the benefits of efficiency, flexibility, *671 informality, autonomy, 
and remediation. ADR options (especially interest-based options) are often better suited to meet participant's underlying 
needs -such as Joan's interest in continued housing, or Joe1s interest in medical treatment. Without education as to 
options, prose participants will likely end up in court as a default option. 

F. Ultimately, Pro Se Litigants Are More Likely To Lose 

Given these uphill challenges, no real surprise exists that prose litigants often lose in court. Prose representation has a 

negative effect on the outcome of a given case. 42 In one study, prose litigants only won 3.51X, of their cases, 43 and lost 

76.2o/o of cases, with the ren1aining 20.3% of the cases settling or transferring. 44 In another study, prose bankruptcy 
petitioners were significantly more likely to have their case dis1nissed without discharge than those debtors represented 

by counsel. 
45 

Even when prose litigants "win," their only remedy is often money, which n1ay not even be the best remedy 
to meet the participants' interests. 

Many reasons account for these negative outcomes. So1ne reasons include: "failure to present necessary evidence/' 
"procedural errors," "ineffective witness examination," "failure to properly object to evidence," and "ineffective 

arguments." 
46 

These results are unsurprising. As noted above, prose participants are less likely to understand the law 
and legal *672 procedure, and they are likely to rely on arguments sounding in equity (or perceived equity) rather than 
on the law. The losing litigants may feel as if they were treated unfairly and have a negative perception of the legal 

system. 
47 If, instead, attorneys would provide limited scope representation in ADR, they could help prose parties with 

the decision that n1eans the 1nost to then1Rthe decision of whether to settle the case and under what circumstances. 
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III. ADR And Limited Scope Representation Working Together 

To date, the primary discussions regarding limited scope representation has revolved around document drafting (i.e., 

"ghostwriting") 
48 

and engaging in litnited court appearances for otherwise unrepresented parties. 49 Providing lin1ited 

assistance in litigation matters, while a worthy goal, is an incomplete goal. Certainly, so1ne legal assistance is better than 

no legal assistance, but that does not mean that all legal assistance has equal value. It does not. When counsel engages 

in a limited scope representation to help a client in a sn1all part of the traditional litigation process, that client gains 
assistance in only the narrowest sense. The attorney has helped the client start (as in complaint drafting) or move along 

(such as motion practice or limited argu1nents) in the otherwise long and complicated legal syste1n. In other words, in 
the current model of litigation assistance of docun1ent drafting, discovery work, and *673 court appearances, all the 

lawyer has done is help the client turn one corner in the large labyrinth of the litigation process. The client is then left to 

fend for herself through the rest of the labyrinth, encountering all of the difficulties described in the above sections. 50 As 

at least one study shows, limited scope representation in the form of complaint drafting does not help plaintiffs achieve 

substantive relief, even if that type of work miglit help the unrepresented avoid the pitfalls of default and other technical 

errors. 51 

The attorneys providing this type of traditional, li1nited scope representation, then, are short-sighted in considering the 

ultimate goals and needs of the client. If attorneys were to consider the clients' underlying interests, they would easily 

discover that clients do not necessarily have an interest in document preparation or representation at hearings per se. The 
clients more likely have an interest in resolving the underlyingproblen1s. Clients have an interest in, for example, retaining 

the fan1ily home, seeing their children following a difficult divorce, paying n1edical bills, obtaining con1pensation for 

time and injury, being heard, hearing an apology, gaining recognition, getting a letter of recommendation, going back 

to work, obtaining closure, and being treated fairly, to name a few. Lawyers would be serving clients better if they were 

interviewing and counseling the1n on their underlying needs, as opposed to considering the services that they could offer 

in the limited lens of litigation practice. By broadening their consideration of the types of services that lawyers can-and 

shouldMprovide, attorneys could help clients attain their real goals and interests, and not simply further their way do\x/n 
a path that may not be for them. 

Two reasons likely exist for the current state of limited scope representation. First, the lawyers who provide these services 

often have a "litigation n1entality" and are not creative in the area of the delivery of legal services. Second, clients are 

not demanding settle1nent services from attorneys, but they are asking for litigation services, instead. 

The law and lawyers are always slow in responding to changing circumstances. Lawyers are rarely considered innovators, 

especially lawyers wliose practices involve dispute settling and rights determinations (i.e., litigators). Although the 

econon1y has required attorneys to consider new fee arrange1nents, attorneys have yet to provide radical changes in the 

services they provide. As discussed below, attorneys must be agents for change and consider how they can best serve the 
needs of their clients, recognizing the value of settlen1ent procedures to 1neet client interests. 

*674 Lawyers are certainly not the only ones to blame in this situation. Many clients 111ay simply \Valk into their 

offices looking for help on a specific task -such as complaint drafting or representation at a temporary restraining order 

hearing or at trial to question certain witnesses. When confronted with a specific request, a lawyer may simply consider 

the request without considering other, perhaps better, options. As noted above, potential clients may be unfamiliar 

with ADR options and how those options can best meet their needs by satisfying their underlying interests in a n1ore 
effective 1nanner than traditional litigation. Lawyers, however, should not necessarily succumb to the client's requests 

for assistance with specific procedures without further discussion. 52 

Attorneys, however, have an ethical responsibility as counselors-even when they are acting in a limited scope capacity. 

The ethical duties for attorneys acting as counselor include exercising independent judgment, giving candid advice, and 
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considering "moral, econon1ic, social, and political factors" that might be relevant for the client. 53 In other words, 
attorneys are not sin1ply agents to do their clients' bidding but are required to exercise professional judgment. In cases 
involving unsophisticated clients seeking limited technical advice, attorneys 1nay be responsible for advising the client 

as to the broader questions at issue-and not just the narrow question presented to the attorney. 54 A lawyer's duty n1ay 

also include advising clients about their alternative dispute resolution options. 55 In other words, a lawyer's duty may 

already involve giving clients full and frank advice about their dispute resolution options, including the fact that dispute 
resolution services might be a better option for limited scope representation. 

This Article proposes that limited scope representation be used more often in providing representation in dispute 
settling procedures and less often in conducting traditional court-required tasks (such as pleading drafting and *675 

limited court appearances). By providing clients limited scope representation in dispute resolution services, clients receive 
the proverbial "biggest bang for their buck." Clients could receive help from attorneys to achieve their underlying 

interests-resolving the dispute. 
56 

As noted above, clients are particularly unlikely to understand the alternative processes 

available to help resolve their disputes. 57 Clients also have a difficult time evaluating their own cases because of their 

closeness to the situation and lack of con1parable cases upon ,vhich to evaluate the case at hand. 58 Based on all of these 
factors, attorneys should be counseling their clients that they ,vould be best served to use a lin1ited scope representation 
for alternative dispute resolution services-if that recoinmendation 1nakes sense after considering the client's goals and 

underlying interests. 
59 

Making this kind of recommendation falls squarely with an attorney's obligation as counselor 
and would best serve client interests, if those clients cannot otherwise afford ''full service" representation. 

IV. Types of Limited Assistance Within Alternative Dispute Resolution 

This Section considers the types of representation that attorneys could provide within the dispute resolution sphere. 
Specifically, this Section considers negotiation counseling, negotiation representation, n1ediation preparation, mediation 
representation, and arbitration counseling. Each of these types of activities could be undertaken under a limited scope 

representation agree1ncnt, provided that the representation is still reasonable under the circumstances. 60 

A. Negotiation Services or "Settlement Counsel" 

Perhaps one of the most straightforward ways that an attorney could provide a client with services aimed at meeting 
client interests and resolving *676 the matter entirely would be to provide the client with negotiation services. The 
services provided by the attorney could involve negotiation coaching and/or negotiation counsel (i.e., presence at the 
actual negotiation). 

An attorney who acts as settlement counsel could contract with the pro se client that the attorney v,,:ill provide counsel 

solely with respect to negotiation services or to act as "settle1nent counsel." 61 The types of services that could be 
offered as settlement counsel could include: factual investigation, strategizing, uncovering different settlement options, 
discussing underlying interests, determining barriers to settlement, other types of counseling, and actual attendance at 

the negotiation. Note that this list does not include working on disco,·ery issues-the 1nost ti1ne-consuming and costly 
portion of traditional litigation. 

As noted above, clients are particularly disadvantaged in bargaining on their own. Pro sc parties usually do not have 
sufficient experience in legal matters or legal resources to dete1mine an approximate case value. In addition, prose parties 
are often "too close" to the situation and are, by definition, personally invested in the dispute. Attorneys, particularly 
settlement counsel, have the ability to give a detached and realistic perspective to the prose party; they can have a rational 
discussion with their clients about the expected value of the case and the best strategy to settle at or near that value. 

7 
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Attorneys can also work with clients to consider non-1nonetary options and how to incorporate these settlement options 
as part of an overall negotiation plan. 

The decision about whether an attorney should attend the negotiation is a judgment call to be made on a case-by-case 

basis. Some clients are more comfortable than others in negotiating for themselves. 62 The pro se party 1nay or may 

not be sophisticated. educated, or articulate. The other side may or may not be represented by counsel. If the attorney 
participates, the *677 attorney and client should discuss the extent of the client's involvement (if at all). 

In son1e ways, this type of arrangement for settle111ent counsel services is similar to the co11aborative law arrangement. 63 

In both circumstances, the attorneys and clients agree that they will only be represented for the purposes of settlen1ent 

and not for the purposes of litigation. 64 However, acting as settlement counsel is significantly more flexible than the 

standard process of collaborative lawyering. For instance, unlike collaborative lawyering, both attorneys need not be 

"settlement counsel." In the collaborative process, both (or all) attorneys must subscribe to the collaborative methods. 65 

In a lin1ited scope representation, the other party may or 1nay not be represented by counsel, and it would make no 

difference whether an attorney for another party continued on in the case. In addition, a limited scope representation 

could occur in any area of the law, while the collaborative lawyering model is used primarily, but not exclusively, in the 

area of family law. 66 

The use of settlen1ent counsel would be helpful for other\vise prose parties in resolving a wide variety of disputes. Prose 
parties with disputes in the area offan1ily la\v, landlordwtenant law, personal injury la\v, consumer law, and bankruptcy 

law, to name a few, would benefit from using limited *678 scope representation agreements to obtain settlen1ent counsel. 

Consider the example above involving Joan and her dispute with her n1ortgage company. Joan may not know her options 

for refonning or refinancing her current adjustable rate mortgage. Perhaps, if she met with an attorney, that attorney 

could explore various options with her for resolving her dispute, such as \Vhether she could afford to refinance. Attorneys, 

especially those who regularly deal in the area of law governing the dispute might be aware of options that the general 

public may not knov.'. For instance, Joan's attorney cou1d counsel her about making a "cash for keys," offer which would 

involve the bank giving Joan money to return the property without contest. Banks try to keep these types of settlement 

arrangements confidential and outside of the knowledge of the general public, but an experienced attorney would be 

familiar with this type of settlement option. In addition, the attorney could discuss, in a non-threatening way, the realities 
of her situation and help her determine a strategy in dealing with the bank. 

If settlement counsel does not actually participate in the negotiation, settlement counsel could also have an instrun1ental 
role in reviewing any negotiated agree111ents before the prose client signs the1n and settles the case. The attorney could 

review the contract for legality as ,,..1ell as advise whether the settlement comports with the expected value of the case. 

Many attorneys routinely review post-n1ediation agreements, 67 and this type ofpostwnegotiation contract review would 
be quite a similar process. 

Of course, negotiation is a co1npletely voluntary settlement procedure, and both parties have to be amenable to 

negotiations. Most counsel and 1nost parties are willing to negotiate, or at least willing to consider settlement offers. In 

the case of a party having settlement counsel, if the attorney discloses the limited relationship with the opposing party, 

the opposing party might very well be more willing to negotiate with an attorney than with a pro se party. As noted 

above, 68 opposing counsel would rather negotiate with another attorney than try to \Vork out a settlement with a pro 

se party. In situations like these, opposing counsel should welcoine the idea of negotiating with an attorney as opposed 
to contin.ue on the case dealing with a prose party. 

Strategically, it may also be wise to conceal the fact of the limited-scope representation and allow opposing counsel 
to (incorrectly) assume that the party is represented. If the opposing party or counsel knows that the benefit *679 of 
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counsel will vanish if the settle1nent talks break down, the opposing party may have an incentive to not settle and take 
a chance in court given the fact that most prose parties lose at trial. This disclosure of the limited scope representation 
is certainly not required under the ethical rules, and counsel should carefully consider whether the client will be better 

served by disclosing this fact. 

Settlement counsel is also beneficial for the pro se party. In this type of situation, the otherwise pro se party will not 
expend a large amount of resources for an attorney to conduct discovery and motion practice (which does not directly 
lead to dispute resolution), but will be putting that money into the area that likely matters most to the party-the resolution 
of the dispute. By getting expert advice as to negotiation options and strategy, a prose participant can enter negotiations 
ready and educated to settle, as well as have someone "in the corner," in the event that questions arise during or after 

the process. 

B. Mediation Services 

In addition to negotiation services, attorneys could also provide limited scope representation as mediation counsel. 
l\1cdiation counseling activities could include client counseling and interviewing, factual investigation, preparing for 
n1ediation, engaging in settlen1ent strategies, attendance at mediation sessions, and post-mediation contract review. As 
with the idea of settlement counsel, the attorney need not-but certainly could-go to the mediation and provide services 
during the negotiations the1nselves. Or, an attorney could simply prepare a client to go to mediation and then work with 
that client after the mediation in order to review any potential 1nediated agreements. 

All of the same barriers to settle1nent that exist in negotiation also exist in n1ediation, including difference in bargaining 
power, lack of experience, insufficient knowledge of sin1ilar cases. Indeed. some scholars argue that in1balances of power 

are particularly prevalent in mediation. 69 Having an *680 attorney prepare a client for mediation and attend the 
mediation, particularly an attorney with mediation and settle1nent experience, would be a valuable use of client resources 
in considering the entire litigation sche111e. Mediation provides a unique opportunity for parties to examine their cases 
and settlement positions in order to make an informed decision regarding the ultimate resolution of the dispute. 

In addition, mediation often provides for the exploration of options, including non-monetary and customized solutions 
for the parties. Courts) by design, are limited in the types of re1nedies that can be ordered. For the most part, courts 

are li111ited to awarding 1noney da1nages due all at one time. 70 Mediators, ho,vever, participate in mediation specifically 
to help parties reach creative solutions. Giving the option of payment over ti1ne is a con11non device that mediators 
can explore in a frank manner with the parties that courts would have no v,,ay of ordering in a judginent. In addition, 
mediators and attorneys can work with the parties in order to determine where the parties' true interests lie in order to 
bring about the most desirable outcome for the parties. In Joan's case, mentioned above, a mediator could ,vork with 
the bank in order to establish any number of viable options that a court simply could not order, such as a refinance of 
the property, a lower interest rate, or even a "cash for keys" settlement that would pay Joan some amount of n1oney to 
leave her home and find other, more affordable options. 

Unfortunately, the general public is still largely una\.vare of the mediation opportunities in essentially every dispute. 

Mediation is still not a com1non practice within the general community. Although mediation is becoming more 
commonplace in fa1nily law situations, people may not recognize the benefits to 1nediate other types of disputes. 
Attorneys, by contrast, should be familiar-or at least more familiar-with the mediation process, and they could propose 
the idea of mediation to their clients. Clients may not ask for mediation by naine, but when attorneys better understand 
their clients' interest, the attorneys should broach the subject on their O\\'n initiative. Attorneys should clearly explain 
the benefits of mediation and how mediation can be used to resolve their clients1 disputes. Then, attorneys *681 should 

defer to their potential clients' \.vishes as to whether to proceed to 1nediation. 71 
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Mediation is available at virtually every stage of the litigation process. While some points in tin1e 1nay be n1ore optimal 

than others for conducting a mediation, 72 mediations are conducted at all points in time during the life of a conflict, 

including prior to any lawsuit being filed, early in a lawsuit, during discovery, iinmediately prior to trial, post-judgn1ent, 
as well as while cases are on appeal. At least one program, the Public Counsel Appellate Law Program in Los Angeles, 

California, has encouraged lawyers to take on a pro bona representation for the limited purpose of representing a client in 

appellate mediation. 73 In other words, no matter 'v\·hat point in time the client seeks legal adyice for some type of discrete 
task, attorneys can recommend mediation to their clients if the process would help the clients meet their underlying 

objectives. 

Mediation, of course, is a voluntary procedure, and both parties must agree to participate. Perhaps an opposing party 

and counsel would welcome the opportunity to work v .. :ith opposing counsel in a settlement situation as a chance to 
have the dispute resolved. Although certainly not an ultimatum, the limited scope attorney should make clear that if 

the 1nediation does not occur, then the attorney \.Vill not be involved in the case at all, and that the opposing attorney 

must deal with the client on a pro sc basis. For some, simply having the opportunity to work with an attorney might be 

incentive enough to try the process and n1ediate the dispute. Given the a1nount of tin1e and resources prose parties force 

on unv,:illing courts and counsel, 74 dealing with opposing counsel in a settlement situation may be an attractive option

especially when the opponent client has an interest in fast resolution and efficient procedures. 

In other situations, keeping confidential the fact of limited representation might be the best option. On the other hand, 

the lin1ited-scope attorney n1ay speculate that the opponent would prefer working with an unsophisticated *682 pro se 
participant who is likely to lose at trial. If the lawyer fears that the 111ediation counterpart v,rill simply take advantage 

of the fact of limited services and deliberately drag out a mediation procedure with no intent of resolution, the attorney 

can keep the fact of limited representation confidential 75 and proceed in the mediation with no further discussion of 

the attorney's role. 

In addition, prose clients might ask the sitting judge to order mediation (or limited-scope counsel could suggest that 

the prose clients ask for a mediation order). If the case is ordered to mediation, then the client could have its mediation 

counsel, 76 and the other side would be required to participate. The client, then, could proceed to mediation with counsel 

of choice and participate in this limited manner. A n1ediator, too, n1ight suggest that a prose party n1ight receive help from 

an attorney in order to make certain decisions-such as signing a n1ediated agreement. Again, to comply with attorney 

ethics rules, the limited scope attorney should note the li1nits of the representation (including post- mediation contract 

review) and that the client will again be prose if the mediation is ultimately unsuccessful. 

C. Arbitration Services 

Finally, attorneys could provide limited scope arbitration counsel to clients, either in situations involving pre-dispute 
arbitration agree1nents or in negotiating and representing clients in post-dispute arbitrations. Because arbitration is 

intended to be more efficient-in terms of both time and 111oney-than litigation, 77 pro se clients might be drawn to a 
procedure such *683 as arbitration that includes a third-party decision-maker in a trial-like procedure. 

Arbitration, like mediation, is a voluntary process, but because a third party makes a largely final and binding decision 

in the case, parties are oftentin1es hesitant to suggest arbitration post-dispute. 78 Most agreements to arbitrate are made 

at the beginning of a contractual relationship and prior to any disputes arising. 79 Arbitration agreements are standard 

in many consumer contracts, such as contracts for cellular telephones, cable services, and credit cards. 8° Clients who 

walk into attorneys' offices may have no choice but to arbitrate their cases if they have already agreed to arbitration in 

their contracts v,:ith their wireless carriers, banks, and employers. 
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These very clients 111ight be the best types of clients for a limited scope representation when disputes arise. The arbitration 

process is already intended to be more efficient in terms of cost and time, con1pared to litigation. If the attorney and 
the client carefully plan the representation, the services provided by the attorney might be well within the client's budget 

for dispute-resolution services. Given arbitration's natural efficiencies, creative limited scope counsel could specifically 

design a streamlined arbitration procedure that 1nakes sense given the circumstances of the individual case. 81 For 
example. the parties could, by contract, limit the number of depositions, interrogatories, and other types of discovery. 

The parties could also limit or *684 eliminate motion practice. 82 With respect to the hearing itself, parties could easily 
institute time limits, such as a half of a day or a day per side, in order to ensure that costs are reasonable and attorney 
time is not \'rasted. Thus, attorneys might be able to ser,·e clients with pre-dispute arbitration agreements by offering 
this type of unbundled service. Arbitration is ahvays an option, too, for those who would like to utilize the process after 
the dispute arises, i.e., post-dispute arbitration. 

In the last few years, arbitration agreements in the consumer context have become under fire for being "pro business," 

especially those contracts that lin1it the consumers' ability to proceed as a class. 83 The large companies that take 
advantage of these pro-business individual arbitration requiren1ents could offer to pay for those individuals to be 
represented by a lin1ited scope representation attorney. Son1e co1npanies are already offering "bonus'' incentives to 

clain1ants who receive more at arbitration than they do in settle1nent offers. 84 Perhaps this money would be better spent 

by helping an otherwise prose participant have representation at the arbitration hearing. 85 Even providing funding for 
mediation counsel in a multi-step dispute *685 resolution procedure could help alleviate some of the unconscionability 

d . l 86 concerns surroun 1ng t 1ese contracts. 

Summing up, clients are interested in dispute resolution-that is the reason why clients go to attorneys in the beginning. 
Clients are not interested in a complaint for the sake of having a complaint. They would ultimately like to achieve 

resolution. Thus, attorneys are currently short-sighted in limiting the types of limited scope services that they offer to 
mere pleading drafting and n1otion appearances. These are not the types of activities that achieve resolution. In fact, 

these are the types of activities that hinder resolution. 87 Instead, attorneys should engage in a paradigm shift in the way 

that they are considering offering services-including limited scope representation services. These services should focus 
on the needs of the clients and resolving their underlying disputes. This section is just the beginning of a conversation 
on how to achieve those ends. 

V. Limited Scope Representation in ADR Services Meets Important Access And Financial Needs For All Participants 

Using limited scope representation in the manner described above would serve the interests of many different 
groups, including clients, attorneys, courts, and pro bono service providers. This section considers how limited scope 
representation in the area of dispute resolution services meets these needs. 

*686 A. Parties Would Gain Valuable Resources To Settle Cases And Meet Their Interests 

Presumably, the most obvious stakeholders in the discussion of limited scope representation are the parties themselves. 
Although not every prose party would like to be represented, many of them would appreciate the help, even on a limited 

basis. This section considers the many potential advantages off or clients for working in a lin1ited scope representation 
model focusing on dispute resolution services. 

1. Limited Scope Representation Would Give Increased Access to Attorneys, and Perhaps Increased Access to Justice 
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First and foremost, providing li1nited scope representation for individuals would undoubtedly give access to 

representation for a larger segment of the population. 88 No one doubts that financial barriers constitute one of the 

biggest barriers for the pro se population. 89 For many, these financial barriers keep the parties from going to court 
(or taking advantage of other procedures) at all-after all, "avoidance" is probably the most common method of dispute 
resolution in the entire world. For some, these barriers keep potential plaintiffs from ever seeking to vindicate their rights 
and resolving their disputes. In other instances, the plaintiffs decide to represent *687 themselves pro se and institute 

legal action, facing all of the risks above described. 90 

A serious shift in the traditional model of representation strategically disadvantages the individual. More and more, 

lawyers represent businesses, not individuals. 91 A nu1nber of reasons likely exist for this shift. First, 1nany states adopted 
versions of "tort reform," which limit the a1nount of damages available for plaintiffs. For attorneys who work on a 

contingency~fee basis, traditional tort cases (including n1edical 1nalpractice) 1nay no longer be profitable. 92 In addition, 

the an1ount of time spent on these cases may not fit within the attorney's portfolio 93 because the upper limit of available 
damages, set by statute, do not generate enough income to balance the risks inherent in the contingency~fee contract. 
In other words, these cases no longer generate sufficient income for attorneys. Second, newer lawyers, specifically, 
may be financially unable to take cases for individuals on an hourly rate (even in traditional hourly rate types of 
representation, such as divorce cases) because the a1nount that these clients can realistically pay does not cover that 

attorney's overhead, living expenses, and son1etiines extraordinary debt load incurred fron1 legal education. 94 In other 
words, recent graduates face additional pressure to make money to survive if they are saddled with large debt following 
law school. This theory, of course, would not apply to lawyers who do not struggle to pay off their student loans or long
titne attorneys who no longer have any student loan debt to pay. 

Ultimately, the unbundling of legal services and the creation of a limited scope representation arrangement would give 

otherwise pro se participants increased access to justice. 95 With as much as eighty percent of the legal *688 needs 

of America's poor going unmet, 
96 

offering additional limited scope representation should only begin to help meet the 
legal needs of these "at-risk" litigation participants. The rules of ethics clearly allow for this type of representation, and 
give "an additional tool aYailable for attorneys to use to provide legal services to a broader range of clients vvho may 

not be able to afford comprehensive representation .. , 97 As discussed below, the contractual arrangements between the 
attorney and client can vary widely depending on the situation, but realistic options might exist to give the otherwise 
unrepresented increased access to attorneys to help the clients in the situations that matter tnost, i.e., setting cases and 
satisfying client interests. 

2. Given the Flexibility of Limited Scope Representation, Parties Have Greater Access to "\! oice" in Dispute Resolution 

Using lin1ited scope representation for dispute resolution services gives participants a unique opportunity to express 
voice in the resolution of their disputes. lJnlike traditional li1nited scope representation services in the area of document 
drafting and appearance n1aking, limited scope representation services in the area of dispute settling can involve 
significant and meaningful client involvement-especially when the clients are involved in settlen1ent procedures, such as 
negotiation and mediation. 

En1pirical research to date clearly shows that when parties have increased participation and voice, they have increased 

satisfaction in the process. 
98 

In *689 considering the elen1ent of "voice," recent research indicates that parties have 
"voice·' in dispute resolution both \\'hen they directly participate in the dispute resolution procedure by talking themselves 

and when their views are adequately explained by counsel. 99 Attorneys who have had effective client counseling sessions 
can plan how to present a client's views in an alternative dispute resolution forum in order to best give the client 
"voice." This "voice" can be achieved either by the client's active participation or by the attorney's presentation of 
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the client's interest and story. Some clients are interested in voicing their story on their own. Others seek an advocate 

to help communicate the clients' messages in the most advantageous way possible. IOO Voice can also be achieved by 

a combination of the attorney's and the client's participation. No n1atter how the client's "voice" comes through, the 
client should have increased satisfaction in the process by virtue of the participation. Using limited scope representation 
services in a n1eaningful way, such as this, the client1s voice is heard loud and clear, thus giving increased satisfaction 
to the disputant. 

3. Deal \\'ith Imbalances in Bargaining Power 

As noted above, one of the serious disadvantages that many (but certainly not all) prose litigants encounter in the legal 

system is a lack of bargaining po\ver in the litigation process_, especially when dealing with a represented party. IOl Any 

number of factors could contribute to the lack of bargaining pov,:er, including intelligence, training, access to resources, 
literacy, communication skills, and education. As with any issue of power, however, the power dynamic can change, 
depending on the circumstances. Although not all pro se litigants are at a power disadvantage, the potential for power 
imbalance is a serious concern and one that prose litigants should be concerned about. 

Attorneys may have little patience with the unrepresented, which can further exacerbate the power differences. These 
po\ver differences can be n1ost pronounced when the unrepresented party seeks inforn1ation or even *690 legal 
advice fron1 the opposing attorney. Opposing counsel, however, cannot ethically give the unrepresented opponent legal 

advice, 
102 

nor would opposing counsel want to engage in activities that prejudice their clients. In these circumstances, 
the power differential n1ight be extraordinarily high and in fa\·or of the represented party. 

The use of attorneys, even on a limited basis, can help alleviate these power imbalances. Attorneys deal with other 
attorneys in a different \Vay than they deal with prose participants. Often, attorneys treat others with respect because they 
are part of a closed co1nn1unity (i.e., the bar) for which personal accountability and the potential for repeated encounters 

influence behavior and encourage lawyers to act respectful towards their other attorneys. 103 

,<\.lthough the difficulties resulting fron1 an itnbalance in bargaining power 111ay affect any area of the litigation process, 
these i111balances of power are perhaps 1nost costly during the negotiation process. Unsophisticated and potentially 
distrustful disputants may be particularly skeptical of settlement offers from the opposing attorney. Having an attorney 
to act as settlement counsel_, negotiation counsel, or mediation counsel could help bring perspective to potential 
settle1nents and to figure out how to best fashion the negotiation going forward. To the extent that counsel is involved 
in arbitration, counsel would bring expertise in hearing procedure, evidence, and oral advocacy to balance the playing 
field between the represented and the otherwise unrepresented. 

4. Increased Empowerment and Autonomy 

Limited scope representation v,.:ould also give litigants increased autonomy and control over their cases. Certainly, not 
every prose litigant wants counsel, but even "voluntary" prose participants usually understand that counsel might give 
them an advantage for certain exercises and procedures. One of the benefits oflitnited scope representation, particularly 
in the areas of alternative dispute resolution, is that this model gives participants greater choice, control, and autonomy 
over their own cases and decisions. The participants would no longer be bound by the former "all-or-nothing model of 

lawyering." 
104 

The prose participant could decide the *691 portions of the dispute resolution procedures that make 
most sense. In other words, pro se participants 1night choose to proceed in that 1nanner in order to have more control 

h . l I . . 105 overt e1r own ega situation. 
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Participant autonon1y is one of the halhnarks of alternative dispute resolution. Attorneys who understand the value 
of alternative dispute resolution systems should also appreciate the opportunities for client involvement and client 
autonomy. Allowing clients to participate in direct negotiation or have actual involvement in 1uediation are ways to 
give the client increased empov.'erment and autonomy within the dispute resolution system. Additionally, having a 
good negotiation strategy, discussed in advance with counsel, could give the participants increased empowerment and 
confidence when engaging in their own settlement procedure or ready the participant for an alternative dispute resolution 

procedure (like n1ediation or negotiation) in the event that the parties decide that the attorney will not participate on 
the day the process takes place. 

5. Good for Getting Value 

In addition to the reasons noted above, the limited scope of services n1ight give otherwise pro se participants a greater 

value for their attorney hour. Not all prose participants \Vant attorneys. In fact, a certain percentage ofthen1 think that 

they can do a better job on their own. 106 Perhaps they have this belief because of the very high cost oflegal services in 

the current market. 
107 

A li1nited scope agreement, then, might be able to provide a greater value to prose participants 
and provide a cost-effective alternative to litigants. 

By focusing on settlement procedures. the participants will get the most value for the money they spend on their counsel. 
Prose litigation participants *692 are not interested in con1plaints qua con1plaints or hearings qua hearings or even trials 

for the sake of trials. For the most part. litigation parties are interested in so1nething other than being a part of the judicial 

system. JOB Those participants are usually looking to resolve a dispute, to have a change in their situation, or to mend a 

broken relationship. In this way, otherwise pro se participants can spend their money on the things that matter most in 

their situation-resolving conflict. Litigation services, such as complaint writing and limited involvement in hearings and 

trial processes, do not resolve disputes-those activities do the exact opposite and prolong disputes. Using limited scope 

representation in non-settlement capacities 1night actually prolong the ultimate resolution and cause litigants to incur 

increased expenses and inefficiencies. Settling disputes, on the other hand, increases efficiency and brings final resolution 
to a situation. Client funds spent on settlement efforts (not litigation efforts) would be money better spent. 

This model of the delivery of legal services provides value to clients even in situations v.;here ultimate resolution of the 
underlying issues is not achieved. At first blush, one 1night assume that a client who does not settle a case under this model 

would be in a worse position, left alone in the legal labyrinth and headed towards certain litigation. During the limited 

scope representation, attorneys can provide helpful insight to clients, preparing them for future settle1nent discussions, 

helping clients understand the strengths and weaknesses of their cases, working with clients to prioritize interests, and 
helping clients determine the settlement value of their case. Whether or not the client settles the case during the course 

of the representation, this information will be valuable to the client both during potential, further settlement discussions 
as well as in litigation. 

For exan1ple, prose clients often seek n1onetary con1pensation for non-recoverable injuries stemming from hurt feelings, 

delay, anger, and mistrust. 
109 

Although the pro se parties try to put a legal title to these perceived ills, claiming such 
torts as "fraud," "emotional distress," "harass111ent," and "bad faith" (to na1ne a few), 1nost often, they disguise non

compensable injuries. Consider Joan again, \.Vho now wants to file a lawsuit for "bad faith·, against the bank for failing 

to return her phone calls or treating her in an unprofessional manner. If prose participants, like Joan, had limited access 

to an attorney for settlement purposes, then the attorney could easily and quickly counsel the client that no recovery 

exists for these types of *693 hurt feelings and emotional responses. This type of advice and BA TNA discussion would 
be valuable to the clients whether or not they ultimately settle their case out of court. 

6. Limited Scope Representation in Settlement Activities ~·ould Result in Increased Client Satisfaction 
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Ultin1ately, the litigation participants v.:ill have greater satisfaction with the legal systen1 and their access to justice if 
they have an attorney to help then1 settle cases in alternative dispute resolution procedures. By settling cases with expert 
counsel help, clients should gain satisfaction from resolving the situation. Clients will likely gain the most satisfaction if 

their settlement counsel IIO understand the clients' interests and reach resolution in accordance with those interests. 

In at least one empirical study, the results demonstrate that clients are generally "quite satisfied" with the 
representation that they receiYe on a li1nited basis, presumably because some legal representation is better than no 

legal representation. 111 This Maryland study, however, did not deal with the issue of settlement counsel. A study 
that did include an element of settlement counsel in the context of eviction proceedings had 1nixed results. The UCLA 
study found that that clients who had limited assistance did not have any additional substantive gains as a result 
of limited assistance by attorneys, although these participants did have son1e additional procedural gains compared 

to unrepresented parties. 112 In other ,vords, the parties with limited representation did not "win" any more often 
than unrepresented parties, but they were less likely to lose on early dispositive issues, such as motions to *694 

dismiss. 113 \i\1ith respect to dispute resolution, the study found that limited assistance in negotiating settlements was 

not effective; 114 however, the "settlements'' referenced in the study were no-preparation negotiations occurring in the 

courtroom haIJways. 115 This Article reco111mends a more robust consideration of "settle111ent counser' that includes 
client counseling, uncovering client interests, and joint strategies for settling cases. 

If counsel help their clients achieve resolutions that meet their interests, then the clients should be satisfied. By definition, 
n1eeting client interests would result in satisfied clients because the clients are getting what they need or want. By focusing 
on these interests, the clients will gain greater value and provide real results. 

B. Offering Limited Scope Representation Services Greatly Benefits Attorneys' Practices And Comports With Attorney 
Ethical Guidelines 

Essentially, all representation is limited scope representation, but lawyers generally do not consider themselves to be 
"limited scope" attorneys. In today's market (or perhaps in any U.S. legal market), the idea of a "general practitioner" 
does not (and perhaps has never) exist(ed). And yet, despite specialization of attorneys and recognition of their own 

competencies, 116 attorneys still have reservations about engaging in what is now called "limited scope'' representation. 
Perhaps this resistance sterns from the fact that traditional litigation sees a project or matter through to completion, such 

as the completion of a litigation process or appeal process, or the creation of an entire estate plan. What is labeled today 
as "limited scope" deals with a smaller portion of a client's needs, or a portion of a larger matter. Despite this difference, 
the idea is essentially the same as lawyers have been practicing for decades, if not centuries. 

*695 In at least a handful of contexts, we are already seeing lawyers engage in "limited scope" practice, without ever 
using that v1,,ord. The practices of collaborative and cooperative law are discussed above, and they are clear examples of 
an unbundled, "limited scope'' service. Another example of limited scope representation in practice today is the provision 
of a li1nited number of "free" hours with legal representatives for unionized employees. Many unions, such as the United 

Auto Workers, 117 New York's City's DC 37 (NY C's largest union of public employees), 118 and the AFL-CIO 119 , and 
many others, all provide son1e type of "limited scope" representation for union members as part of a Legal Services Plan. 
In other words, although the terminology may be new, the idea of limiting legal services to a particular case, action, or 
transaction is a common practice. 

What is new is the idea of using limited scope services in the area of conflict resolution. For the reasons stated above, 
this new combination of unbundling services and applying then1 to dispute resolution serves the interests of clients and 
increases revenue for attorneys, and alleviates the court system, making the practice beneficial to all interested parties. 
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Combining ADR and limited-scope practice will also create ethical, well-rounded attorneys with a justifiable fear of 

increased malpractice liability. 

1. Offering Limited Scope Representation Services Provides Opportunities for Increased Attorney Revenue 

Given the rise of the number of pro se litigants, particularly the number of pro se litigants who do not seek attorneys 

out of fear of the cost of representation, IZO there exists an opportunity for lawyers to get increased revenue by reaching 

out to this group and offering the1n limited services, including dispute resolution services. In other \\·ords, a tremendous 

revenue-generating opportunity may be available for attorneys \Vho creatively seek to broaden their services. Limited 

scope representation would "allow[O attorneys to tap into a large and growing pool of potential clients who are currently 

nobody's clients." 121 

*696 For the attorneys, this proposal is not a matter of limiting services to clients who would prefer to have a traditional, 

"full service" representation. Instead, this Article suggests that creative tnethods of rendering attorney services through 

limited scope agreements would actually increatc attorney revenue-not lin1it it. 122 This type of111odel should be especially 

attractive to the "increasing numbers ofunderen1ployed attorneys" 123 v-,1ho could be providing legal services on a limited 

basis at an hourly rate to the many underserviced clients in the 1niddle- and lower classes. Simple adaptations to these 
attorneys' practice portfolios could greatly increase attorney revenue vvhile also serving the "at risk" client population. 

Attorneys \Vho take on limited scope representation clients could do so by si1nply adding these clients to their existing 

books of business. This model does not suggest that an attorney only take on limited-scope representation, but that 

attorneys with additional capacity in ter1ns of ti1ne and resources 124 could add additional clients that otherwise would 

be "nobody's clients." 

A similar phenomenon has already occurred with the advent of delivery of legal services online. Though client self-help 

and utilization of online resources developed by law firms, lawyers have been able to provide lhnited services at low price 

points because of the fewer attorney hours needed to co1nplete tasks. 125 For entrepreneuring law firms, these types of 

developments have been successful in increasing law finn revenue rather than decreasing it. For example, one Illinois law 

firm offers online services in fan1ily cases: "a quick online divorce where the attorneys prepare and file the papers and 
appear in court for a stunning $500; or a divorce coach option at $185 where the attorney prepares the papers then the 

litigant files and *697 appears in court pro se." 126 While many thought that these low rates would "erode" the firm's 

client base, this technique actually "generated more revenue than any other n1arketing approach cotnbined" by that 

firm. 127 Similarly, other law firn1s are using internet technology and online resource to increase revenue by targeting 

internet do-it-yourselfers with some success. 128 The combination of self-help and lin1ited attorney services has been 

successful; hov.'ever, self-help on its own n1ay not be a good option for clients. 129 

Attorneys can easily market creative ways for paying for these settle111ent services. As the economy has changed, so has 

the method of paying for legal services. As a general matter, clients now demand greater accounting for legal bills, 130 and 

clients are now more likely to ask for creative billing options-such as flat fee options, partial contingency fees, blended 

fees, increased write-offs (especially for less seasoned attorneys), discounts, and other types of billing. 131 Transaction 

attorneys, too, have long been familiar with creative billing and charging clients on a "project basis." 132 Clients in *698 
the new economic climate are already asking for (and receiving) a host of billing options that are unlike the traditional 

contingency fee model or the traditional hourly wage model. 133 
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Jflav..1 firms and legal practitioners are already engaged in new, creative billing options for their clients, then einploying a 

limited scope representation and alternative billing for these clients should be no large adjust1nent. In fact, employing a 
lin1ited scope representation on a hourly fee arrangement would be a simpler method of billing and accounting compared 
to some of the fixed fee arrangements and blended fee arrangements. Under this model, the attorney and client would 

simply agree to a limited scope of representation at an hourly rate. The attorneys would bill by the hour, and the client 

would be charged that amount. Although additional discounting might be appropriate (especially for inefficient work), 

as a general matter, the hourly rate billing method would be straightforward and understandable for the clients. 

The fixed fee n1odel, however, is certainly not the only billing method available. Attorneys can create a "menu" of fixed 

fee prices, especially as attorneys begin to engage in these services on a repeated basis. Once attorneys have a good sense 
of how 1nany hours the "usual" negotiation, mediation, or arbitration takes, then attorneys can establish reasonable 

fixed fee arrangen1ents. 134 Again, this type of pricing is not new, and nearly every attorney who charges a fixed fee for 
a n1edical power of attorney or real estate transaction has undergone a similar exercise in determining the "menu" price 
for these services. For attorneys who usually ,vork on a contingency fee basis, they could e1nploy a hybrid contingency 
fee and hourly rate, depending on the successfulness of the settle1nent procedure. hnagine a situation involving a "sla111 
dunk'' low-dollar employment claim and a "long shot" claim for attorney fees. If an attorney took this case solely for the 

purpose ofn1ediation or negotiation, that attorney could craft a hybrid fee agree111ent that includes a required payn1ent 
(perhaps an hourly fee) plus a contingency fee if the settlement procedure is successful. Of course, no n1atter the fee 

agree1nent, the rules of ethics require that the fee agree111ent 1nust be reasonable under the circun1stances. 135 

*699 In addition to finding creative fees, the attorneys who engage in this practice will also have to invest so1ne amount 
of titne at the front end to create a standardized li1nited scope representation contract. However, after that contract is 

developed over time, that initial "start-up" cost will be extraordinarily low and built into the overall pricing method. 136 

As attorneys work within the bounds of their contracts, they can also make available the option of changing the scope 
of the representation to include 1nore duties, if all parties agree. 

Creative attorneys can find many ways to earn reasonable fees in limited scope representation arrange1nents for dispute 
resolution services. The fee model n1ight look different than a traditional hourly rate or a traditional contingency fee, 
but there is a lot of opportunity in this area for attorneys. Because these are "nobody's clients," if attorneys find ways to 
price these services in a reasonable manner, then they will gain an overall increase in revenue. 

2. The Rules of Attorney Ethics Allow For Limited Scope Representations 

This proposal that attorneys provide increased limited scope representation for settle1nent services is ,ve11 within the 
bounds of professional ethics, and gives the1n a deeper "toolbox" to provide better, tailored services for their clients .. 
The Ethics 2000 commission carefully considered the issue of limited scope representation and specifically created a rule 
to allow the practice. Model Rule l .2(c) now "explicitly and unambiguously" permits for the creation of a limited scope 

agreement. 137 The rule states: ''A lawyer may limit the scope of the representation if the limitation is reasonable under 

the circumstances and the client gives '~700 informed consent." 138 Under this rule, if the representation is reasonable 

and the client gives informed consent, then the representation falls within the scope of an attorney's ethical duties. 139 

Most states adopted this change to their own rules of professional conduct. 140 

The Reporter explained that these changes in the rules were intended, at least in part, to help those of limited means 
obtain access to legal services. The Reporter1s notes state: 

Although lawyers enter into such agreen1ents in a variety of practice settings, this proposal in part is intended 
to provide a framework ,vithin \.Vhich lawyers may expand access to legal services by providing lin1ited but 
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nonetheless valuable legal services to lo\v or n1oderate-incon1e persons who otherwise would be unable to 

obtain counsel. 141 

In other words, this rule change was meant to provide a vehicle for the creation of limited scope representation. Many 
states' ethics con1missions have already recognized the use of limited scope representation in the context of collaborative 
la\Y-an alternative dispute resolution procedure involving "negotiation only" counsel and a "disqualification agreement" 
that if the parties do not settle in the collaborative process, then the parties will all retain new counsel for fonnal discovery 

and trial. 142 

*701 Of course, all of the duties that exist during a "full scope" representation still exist in a lin1ited scope representation. 

In other words, "the scope of the services 1nay be li1nited but their quality may not.'' 143 The duties of co1npetence, 144 

diligence, 145 loyalty, 146 conflicts, 147 confidentiality, 148 truthfulness, 149 and the rest apply in full force because 

attorneys are engaged in the practice of law-even if the practice of Jaw is limited. 150 Thus, the representation that 

the clients receive is fully ethical even if the attorney only *702 assists the clients in discrete tasks. 151 Limited scope 
representation is now endorsed by the Anlerican Bar Association and 1nany other bar associations as a way of providing 
some legal services to those who otherwise would not be able to afford a "full service" attorney. Applying these concepts 
to ADR. however, has yet to be explored in much detail and deserves a significant discussion. But as this Article has 
noted, lin1ited scope representation and settlement counsel services go hand in hand, and the combination of the two not 
only makes sense for cash-strapped clients but also is an ethical practice for attorneys. 

In addition to being ethical practice, engaging in this practice will increase the range of services offered and add to the 
tools in their own attorney's "toolkit." Increased work in dispute resolution and unbundled services will give attorneys 
an even broader exposure to cases, giving then1 opportunities to reflect on hov.' different processes might best suit clients 
interests as they get more and n1ore clients. 

When engaging in this type ofli1nited-scope practice, the attorney 1nust be careful to explain the role the attorney takes in 
this limited engagement. Clients must understand that if the attorney does not resolve the matter under the li1nited-scopc 
contract, the engage1nent ends, unless the attorney and client agree to enter into an additional engagement. Attorneys 
and clients should also be clear on any tin1e expectations, especially when the parties have a contract for an attorney to 

act as "settlement counsel" because of the fluid nature of settlement discussions. 

The collaborative bar already utilizes this model of acting as settlement counsel and ending the engagen1ent if the 
case results in litigation, and limited-scope representation counsel would benefit from the model already developed in 
collaborative law, both in engagement letter drafting and in client counseling on what "limited scope" actually means. If 
clients do not comprehend the nature of the lin1ited scope arrangement, they could be left in a potentially worse situation 
if the engagement ends without a resolution and the client is left to navigate the legal labyrinth on their own. Effective 
up- *703 front client counseling and specific engage1nent letter drafting are not only ethical limited scope practice but 
also good practice in setting realistic client expectations. 

Finally, it is worth noting that providing limited scope representation for ADR (or any other) service should not open 
an attorney up to legal malpractice any more than any other attorney activity. Cases dealing ,vith the issue at all (i.e., not 
solely in the ADR context) are few and far between. And the cases in which it does arise, the courts have largely held that 
an attorney does not comn1it n1alpractice if the attorney acts within the ethical bounds for the limited task for which the 

parties contracted. 152 For example, in SCB Diversified Municipal Portfolio v. Crews & Associates, 153 the court held 
that an attorney, described as "bond counsel," did not com1nit malpractice by failing to render an opinion with respect 
to certain environmental conditions of a property, because those environmental findings fell outside of counsel's explicit 
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duties to render opinions with respect to the upco1ning issuance of bonds. 154 In Lerner v. Laufer, 155 the New Jersey 

court found that an attorney who reviewed a mediated property settlen1ent agreement did not commit n1alpractice for 

failing to uncover additional information that would have sho,vn that the division of assets was inequitable in a divorce. 

The court reasoned that the attorney's contracted-for duties did not involve investigation, so the attorney did not breach 

any duties toward the client for failure to investigate. 156 Similarly, in Future Lawn, Inc. v. Steinberg, 157 the Ohio court 

found no 1nalpractice for not alerting a client to a potential cause of action that was outside of the limited scope of the 

representation for which the parties had already agreed. 158 

As these cases den1onstrate. the risk of liability for legal malpractice in a limited scope representation case is no more and 

no less than the risk of liability in any case. Provided that the attorney performs within the ethical *704 guidelines for 

the services contracted for, 
159 

the risk of liability is the same for any other case. To the extent that the fear of malpractice 

keeps attorneys fro1n engaging in these kinds of services, those fears should be dismissed based on a reading of the ethical 

rules and the survey of recent case law regarding the topic. In other words, lawyers should not have anything to fear 
because the risk of 1nalpractice is the same whether the representation is "full service" or limited in scope. 

C. Limited Scope Representation Helps Alleviate Congested Court Dockets of Their Most Burdensome Cases 

Attorneys who provide lilnited services to help settle cases will also have the benefit of helping remove cases fro1n the 
courts' dockets. Indeed, the kinds of cases removed fro1n the dockets arc arguably the most burdenso1ne cases to the 
courts, i.e., the cases involving prose participants. 

Prose participants slow the courts and deprive significant resources fro1n chan1bers' staffs and clerks of court. 160 The 

extraordinary amounts of help that prose litigants need certainly slow down the courts and clog the dockets. 161 If these 

pro se participants could benefit from limited representation in the traditional court system, then the courts and clerks 

would be less burdened with prose questions, inartful argu1nents, and *705 misunderstandings on the part of the pro 

se participants, as well as the courts and their staff. 162 

Judges are in a unique position in that they have the power to refer cases to settlen1ent procedures, including 

mediation. 
163 

When referring cases to n1ediation, the court could surely urge the prose party to seek representation for 

the limited purpose of mediation (or for "full service" representation). Perhaps a suggestion from the judge will give the 

pro se party a new idea, or perhaps the suggestion carry the weight of authority of the judge and constitute a "stamp of 

approval." 
164 

Of course, the judiciary must first be convinced that li1nited scope representation is a beneficial option~ 

as well as then coupling those limited scope services to 1ncdiation. Educating the judiciary is critical, or else the judiciary 
will not independently suggest these beneficial services to prose parties. 

The coupling of mandatory mediation and limited scope representation will have the biggest impact in jurisdictions that 

provide either referrals to limited scope attorneys or provide pro bono mediation representation to pro se parties. For 

exan1ple, the Ohio Foreclosure Mediation Program, which began in 2008 as a response to the econon1ic crisis, atte1npts 

to give "foreclosure cases the same access to mediation that has regularly been provided in other types of civil cases." 165 

In addition to making access to *706 mediation more readily available in foreclosure mediation, the Ohio courts also 

sought to provide homeowners with access to pro bono counsel on the limited basis of being mediation counsel. 166 

Other jurisdictions similarly offer pro bono mediation representation in foreclosure cases. 167 

As these foreclosure mediation programs-and hopefully other mediation programs-are now beginning to include an 

ele1nent of limited scope representation, increased awareness of the coupling of ADR services and limited scope 

representation should become n1ore accepted by the judiciary. If these progran1s are successful and experience high 
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settle1nent rates, courts will likely continue to couple ADR representation and unbundled representation in other types 

of civil cases. Successful ADR counsel would then alleviate the court docket of many of its most difficult and time
consuming cases. 

D. Legal Aid Providers and Pro Bono Programs Can Greatly Benefit From The "Bundling" of ADR and "Unbundled" 
Representation 

Coupling oflimited scope representation and ADR options should be of particular value to those who administer legal 

aid programs. Legal aid providers are already using limited scope representation, 168 but focusing on *707 the ADR 

options might be a new method of delivery services for those providers. While a few court systems, as noted above, 

are already starting to couple pro bono services, limited scope representation, and ADR, more widespread use of this 
coupling would service more clients and increase awareness of these types of services. 

Using lilnited scope representation as part of pro bona progra1ns is a coupling that would be beneficial for both the 

pro bona programs and the attorneys involved. 169 Pro bono progran1s, especially those aimed at participation fron1 
attorneys at large law firn1s, could attract top legal talent who have the time for a lin1ited representation but otherwise 

could not dedicate the time to help a client through years of litigation representation (or more, if the case is appealed). 

Otherwise busy attorneys likely could giYe back to the community and take on pro bona representation for a single 

negotiation, mediation, or arbitration without taxing their busy· dockets. Pro bona organizations, too, 1night be able 

to recruit additional attorneys if those attorneys knew that they would be involved in a 1in1ited 1nanner to help settle 

cases. This partnership of pro bona representation in lin1ited ADR representation could provide attorney services \Vhcre 

they are needed most. 

Law school clinics might be another avenue for proYing limited scope ADR representation. Law clinics that already 

provide mediation services may be able to expand to provide mediator and 1nediation advocacy services to the same 

court systems. Law college clinics should actively suggest ADR options as part of their "full service" representation, if 

they do not do so already. 170 Of course, these types of programs would require a clinical supervisor who is comfortable 

\vith these options. 

VI. Conclusion 

Although the ideas of ADR and limited scope representation and access to justice are not new, putting all three of these 

strands together is a novel *708 concept worth pursuing. Focusing limited attorney resources on case valuation and 

settlement options would give clients the most relevant info1mation that they would need and the greatest assistance 

possible for their limited resources. 

Education will likely be the key to putting this plan into action. Entrepreneuring attorneys should see limited scope 

representation as a way to capture those people who are currently "nobody's clients." 171 Given the favorable decisions 
on n1alpractice issues, attorneys should feel comfortable taking on this kind of representation, provided that they 

carefully document the scope of the representation and that they are careful to stay within the bounds of the written 

representation agreen1ents. 

Courts, too, can help with the education process. Courts and their staff can encourage prose participants to seek counsel 

for limited scope representation in forums such as mediation. As noted above, certain foreclosure mediation progra1ns are 

already engaging in this kind of practice and even offering pro bono services to clients for the limited scope representation 

as n1ediation or settle1nent counsel. Sin1ilarly, pro bona programs and legal aid offices can educate their own clients to 

the benefits of using counsel for the limited purpose of helping evaluate cases and test settlement options. 
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After the bench and bar have instilled confidence in this system, perhaps clients will begin requesting such services on 
their o\\.·n. At that point, the system will be a proven success and a known, viable alternative. In the mean time, clients 

will likely not ask for such services by name, and it is the responsibility of the practicing bar, as well as the courts and pro 

bono providers to generate awareness and demonstrate that the use of limited scope services in the area of alternative 

dispute resolution offers truly valuable and affordable services to those who otherwise would not have representation 

or perhaps not have meaningful access to justice. 
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Lerner v. Laufer, 819 A.2d 471, 482 (NJ. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2003) (involYing the ethical ramifications ofa limited scope 
representation agreement). 

This account, and the one below, are fictionalized scenarios. 

In addition, a court n1ay detern1ine that Joan has no cognizable legal claim against her lender. 

As a general 111atter_ the courts do not have the authority to 1nodify hon1e Joans. £yen the bankruptcy courts (which is not 
so1ncthing Joan has considered yet) have extraordinarily lin1ited ability to n1odify ho1ne loans. See Diane E. Thon1pson, 
Foreclosing Modifications: How Servicer Incentives Discourage Loan Modifications, 86 Wash. L. Rev. 755, 832 (2011) 
('·Outside of [[one program], homeowners could access principal reductions through the bankruptcy courts if bankruptcy 

judges were allowed to modify first lien home loans. Currently, bankruptcy judges may, in at least some circumstances, modify 
any type of loan except a first lien home loan."). 

Li1nited scope representation can be considered a "step in between self-representation and full representation." Russell C. 
Fagg, New Unbundling Rules in Effect Oct. l:U.S. Study Says Montana's New Litnited-Scope Representation Policy is Gold 

Standard for the Nation. 36 Mont. Law. 6, 6 (2011). 

This Article focuses on non-prisoner civil cases. Cases involving criminal defendants and incarcerated plaintiffs (such as§ 1983 
cases or habeas corpus cases) are outside of the scope of this Article. 

Generally speaking, the tenn "unbundled services" is used interchangeably Vic·ith "li1nited scope representation .. , If we consider 

"full scope" representation as a "bundle" of legal services, the idea of "unbundling" involves splitting apart the traditional 
bundle into smaller, discrete tasks. See Forrest S. Masten, Collaborative Law Practice: An Unbundled Approach to Informed 
Client Decision Making, 2008 J. Disp. Resol. 163, 163 (2008) ("The ability of the attorneys to limit the scope of our services 

based upon written informed decision making (i.e., consent) of the client is 1nainstay of both unbundled client coaching of 
prose litigants and of Collaborative attorneys.''). 

Model Rules of Prof] Conduct R. l .2(c) (2011). This Rule has been in effect since 2002. 

Id. 

Kaitlyn Aitken, Unbundled Legal Sep;ices: Disclosure is Not the Answer, 25 Geo. J. Legal. Ethics 365, 365 (2012) ("The 
'unbundling' of legal services is a practice that consists of attorneys providing pro se litigants with narrow. discrete legal tasks 

based on what services the litigant needs instead of cotnplete representation.''); Michael W. Loudenslager. Giving Up The 
Ghost; A Proposal For Dealing With Attorney "Ghost•.vriting" of Pro Se Litigants' Court Documents Through Explicit Rules 
Requiring Disclosure And Allowing Li1nited Appearances For Such Attorneys, 92 Marq. L, Re\'. 103, 103 (2008). Although 
Loudenslager defines "lin1ited scope representation" as hiring an attorney to perform a discrete task in litigation, limited scope 
representation need not be so limited. Limited scope representation could also involve discrete task representation in pre· 

litigation cases or non- litigation matters. 
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Resolution. An1erican Bar Association Standing Con1mittee on the Delivery of 
Legal Services (February 2013 ), www.americanbar.org/content/dam/a ba/adminstrative/delivery _legal_services/ls_ 

resolutoin_and_report_I08.authcheckdam.pdf. [hereinafter "ABA Resolution"] ("That the American Bar Association 
encourage practitioners, when appropriate, to consider limiting the scope of their representation as a means of increasing 
access to legal services.··). 

See infra Part II. 

Gideon v. Wainright, 372 U.S. 335, 343 (1963). The Sixth Amendment also allows a right to self-representation. See Tiffany 

Frigenti, Flying Solo Without a License: The Right of Pro Se Defendants to Crash and Burn, 28 Touro L. Rev. 1019, 
1025 (2012) (describing the constitutional right to self-representation): Reed Willis, Note, A Fool for a Client: Competency 
Standards in Pro Se Cases, 2010 BYU L. Rev. 321, 321 (2010) ("Further, the Supre1ne Court found that the rights embodied 
in the Sixth Amendtnent imply a right for a criminal defendant to personally 'make his defense,' which includes the right of 

self-representation") (citation 01nittcd). Because this Article deals \Vith those who would rather proceed \vith counsel than 
without, a discussion of the right to self-representation is beyond the scope of this Article. 

Turner v. Rogers, 131 S. Ct. 2507, 2516 (2011). The Turner case involYed a defendant father who was delinquent in his child 
support payn1ents. Id. at 2509. The father lost his argument that the state should be required to provide hint \Vith assistance 
of counsel in the case against hin1 for civil conten1pt of court for not paying ordered child support. Id. at 2520. 

See Benjan1in H. Barton & Stephanos Bibas, Triaging Appointed-Counsel Funding and Pro Se Access to Justice, 160 U. Pa. 
L. Rev. 967, 972 (2012) (''There are few appointed lawyers even in cases with significant stakes, such as divorce, child custody, 
child support, housing, and i1nmigration proceedings."). 

Id. at 972~77 (discussing underfunding problems across the country in criminal cases). 

Brian Z. Tamanaha, Failing Law Schools 170-71 {2012) ("A recent study by the Legal Services Corporation-a governn1ent 

program to provide legal assistance for low-incon1e people-found that nearly a 1nillion cases (one out of every two seeking 
assistance) \¥ere rejected by legal-aid programs oYving to insufficient resources."). 

Benjan1in H, Barton, Against Civil Gideon (And For Pro Se Court Reform), 62 Fla. L. Rev. 1227, 1228 (2010) ("The current 
treatn1ent of persons too poor to afford counsel in A111erica's civil courts is an e111barrass1nent and is a serious and growing 
proble1n. "). 

Richard W. Painter, Pro Se Litigation in Time of Financial I"tardship - A Legal Crisis and Its Solutions, 45 Fam. L. Q. 45, 45 
(2011 ). See also ABA Resolution, supra note 11, at 2-3 ( discussing survey results indicating that low-income and moderate
income fan1ilies routinely encounter legal problems but do not have the resources to work \Vith an attorney). 

The most comprehensive online legal search engines, Westlaw and Lexis, are extraordinarily expensive and some attorneys 
cannot afford their subscription prices. If attorneys cannot afford these services, the likelihood that an unrepresented person 
could afford this type of research is next to nil. 

See Admin. Office of the U.S. Courts, Judicial Business of the United States Courtstbl. S-4 {2004), available at http:// 

www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/Statistics/Judicia1Business/2004/tables/s4.pdf (citing statistics, including statistics for pro se 
litigants, for the twelve-1nonth period ending Septe1nber 30, 2004 ); see also Ad1nin. Office of the U.S. Courts, Judicial Facts and 
Figures tbl. 2.4 (2006). available at http://W\VW.uscourts.gov/uscourts/Statistics/JudicialFactsAndFigures/2006/Table204.pdf 
(noting that, in 2004, pro se appellants filed over 25,000 appeals, for 42. 7o/u of the federal circuit court docket); Jud. Council 
Cal., Statewide Action Plan for Servicing Self-Represented Litigants 2 (Feb. 2004) (noting that 30(Yo of civil appeals in 

California involved at least one prose participant and the over 4.3 million of all California court users v.-ere not represented by 
counsel): See also Painter, supra note 19, at 46 (reporting that an ABA survey of state trial judges indicated that a "n1ajority 
(60o/ii) of the judges said fev,;er litigants were being represented by counsel''); Ira P. Robbins, Ghostwriting: Filling in the Gaps 
of Pro Se Prisoners' Access to the Courts, 23 Geo. J. Legal Ethics 271, 274 (2010) ("In recent years, the number of pro selitigants 

has increased dran1atically in the United States. Most of these litigants choose to proceed pro se only because they cannot 
afford full representation.''); Stephen Adams, Practical and Ethical Issues When Dealing With a Pro Se Litigant, 54-APR 
Advocate (Idaho) 24, 24 (2001) (practitioner noting the increase in pro sc litigants and anticipating "'that economic conditions 
will cause the number of pro se litigants to increase in the near future··): Stephan Landsman. The Growing Challenge of Pro 
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30 

Se Litigation, 13 Lewis & Clark L. Rev. 439, 439 (2009) ("This Article addresses the already substantial and rapidly growing 
docket of prose cases in both state and federal courts."). 

The ABA also recognized that when "going to state court, 1nost people proceed prose most of the tin1e." ABA Standing 
Co1nmittee on the Delivery of Legal Services, An Analysis of Rules That Enable Lawyers to Serve Pro Se Litigants: A White 

Paper, 45 Fam. L. Q. 64. 65 (2011) [hereinafter White Paper]; Robert L. Jeffs. The Pro Se Quandry. 23 Utah BJ. 8, 8 (2010) 

(noting the increase in prose litigants in the state of Utah, even during the Great Recession years). 

Shon R. Hopwood, Slicing Through the Great Legal Gordian Knot: Ways to Assist Pro Se Litigants in their Quest For Justice, 

80 Fordham L. Rev. 1229. 1230-31 (2011) ("Dealing with prose litigants is not easy ... I bet avoiding prose briefs is a con1mon 

occurrence an1ong clerks in courts across the country.'"). Mr. Hopwood is a f orn1er prison in1nate whose essay describes being 

a pro sc litigation participant and helping other prisoners navigate the justice systcn1. A Utah attorney similarly described the 

complexities of the legal system and the value of legal services: "[TJhe judicial system, with its abundant rules and procedures, 

as well as the 1nass of laws that govern a particular dispute, makes the services of an attorney exceedingly valuable, if not 
essential." Jeffs, supra note 21, at 8. 

Recent Supreme Court precedent has arguably added additional burdens to pleading practice. The cases of Bell Atlantic Corp. 

v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544 (2008), and Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662 (2009), establish that a pleading must demonstrate 

facial plausibility to withstand a 1notion to dismiss. See also Adan1s, supra note 21, at 24 (advising attorneys who recei,·e pro 

se co1nplaints to detennine if they can dis1niss the1n for failure to state a clai1n and discussing the difficulties pro se parties 

encounter when trying to issue service of process). Many courts provide special documentation to pro se litigants to help the1n 

navigate the legal waters. For example, the District Court of Idaho provides a document to prose litigants on how to survive 

a 1notion for sumn1aryjudgment. See id. The Bankruptcy Courts of Nebraska provide an infonnational packet to prose filers 

with guidelines for the bankruptcy process, but with a special caution that those filing bankruptcy should have representation. 

See Filing Without An Attorney. United States Bankruptcy Court District of Nebraska. h1tps://1,vww.neb.uscourts.gov/filing
without-attorney. 

See Meehan Rasch, A New Public-Interest Appellate Model: Public Counsel's Court-Based Self-Help Clinic and Pro Bono 

''Triage" for Indigent Pro Se Civil Litigants on Appeal, 11 J. App. Prac. & Process 461, 462 (2010) ( "In1proper designation 

of the record, noncompliance v.1ith the rules of court, and a failure to provide coherent briefing of the relevant legal and 

factual issues on appeal are all issues that often impede low-inco111e prose litigants fro1n obtaining equal access to justice in 

the appellate process.'·). See also id. at 484 (''EYen sophisticated litigants can be baffled by the intricacies of the appellate 
process.''). 

See White Paper. supra note 21, at 65 ("Courts in Washington, California, and Florida have established courthouse 

facilitators who assist with detailed procedural information and form preparation on a one-on-one basis."). For 

instance, the Washington courts have an excellent description of a courthouse facilitator and the services proYided by 

that person. Courthouse Facilitators, How Courthouse Facilitators Can Help, http:// www.courts.wa.gov/committee/? 
fa =committee.display&item_id = 380&comn1i ttee_id= 108. 

Some of these services are now cost-prohibitive for attorneys, especially those in small firms with li1nited budgets. If attorneys 

have a difficult time accessing these online resources, the general public would be significantly n1ore disadvantaged. 

Rasch, supra note 24, at 484 ("[O]nline or interactive con1puter resources are less accessible to low-incon1e and homeless 
individuals ,vithout co1nputers or computer skills."). 

Robbins, supra note 21, at 317 (noting that, at least in the context of prisoner litigation, "many lawyers are unwilling to provide 

their services pro bono, and most litigants lack the education and resources necessary to succeed pro se ''): Kathryn Dahlke, 

Online Resources Provide Pro Se Guidance and Reveal Pro Bono Opportunities, 38 Colo. L. 111, 111 (2009) {''Unemployment 

and homelessness have increased, thus forcing individuals Vl·ho might norrnally be able to retain the serYices of an attorney 
to represent the1nselves in legal matters."'). 

Landsn1an, supra note 21, at 439 ("l'vfany laypeople believe that with the right guidebook they can n1aster •0ihatever legal 
challenge they face."). 

Id. at 456 (describing some legal software available and how they are insufficient to replace the help that an attorney can give). 
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Hopv.'ood, supra note 22, at 1230. See also Painter, supra note 19, at 46 (reporting that 71 1Yo of the judges surveyed who 
responded that the courts are negatively impacted by pro se parties stated that these litigants used "more staff tin1e for 
assistance''); Barton, supra note 18, at 1230 ("[L]awyers, in con1parison to pro se litigants, n1ake every judge's job easier."'). 

Adan1s, supra note 21, at 24 (discussing leeway given to prose participants); id. (citing Karim~Paahi v. Los Angeles Police 
Dep't, 839 F.2d 621. 623 (9th Cir. 1988) (discussing extra protections given to prose litigants)). See also Painter. supra note 

19, at 46 (noting that courts so1nctimes "compromise [] impartiality to avoid injustice to unrepresented parties''). 

Haines v. Kerner, 404 U.S_ 519, 521 (1972) (holding a prose complaints to "less stringent standards" than those drafted by 
attorneys). See also Erickson v. Pardus, 551 U.S. 89, 94 (2007) (noting that prose complaints should be "liberally construed"). 

Hon. Robert Bacharach, Judicial Advocacy in Pro Se Litigation: A Return to Neutrality, 42 Ind. L. Rev. 19, 31 (2009) 
("Intangibly,judicial benevolence has resulted in a softening of the distinction between advocacy and neutrality.''); Landsman, 

supra note 21, at 452 ("Judges tend to see the special de1nands created by prose litigants as potentially e111broiling them in 
proceedings in \\'ays that suggest partiality."); Rasch, supra note 24, at 463 ("For their part, appellate courts struggle to remain 
neutral and not give legal advice \Vhile providing enough guidance to ensure n1eaningful access for unrepresented litigants. 
Many pro se litigants require technical assistance at each stage of the appellate process, beyond an initial referral to \Vritten 

directions."). In this situation, the out¥iard appearance of the court will likely not n1atch the internal feelings. While the judges 
1nay appear biased in favor of the prose party, internally, the court may also be harboring resentlnent and hostility to\vards 
that sa111e party for expending valuable court resources unnecessarily. 

Painter, supra note 19, at 46 (recounting an instance in v1.:hich a judge later apologized for delh-ering a tirade against a pro 
se litigant during a child custody hearing); Landsman. supra note 21, at 452 ("[The presence of prose litigants] can provoke 
hostility and even biased treatn1ent by court personneL"). 

Painter, supra note 19, at 46 ("Ninety percent of those judges v.rho stated courts were negatively i1npacted said that procedures 
were slowed.''). 

ABA Report, supra note 11, at 5 ("[Unrepresented parties] also need assistance with decision-n1aking and judgn1ent; they need 
to know their options, possible outcon1es and strategies to pursue their objectives."'); Adams, supra note 21, at 25, cautions 
attorneys who engage in settlement negotiations with prose participants. Under Idaho law, an attorney is prohibited from 
providing the prose participant with the attorney's opinion of "case value" because that type of co1n1nunication could result 
in the inadvertent creation of an attorney-client relationship with the prose party, thus creating an irreconcilable conflict of 

interest. See Hopkins v. Troutner, 134 Idaho 445, 447 (Idaho 2000). 

White Paper, supra note 21, at 66. 

Recently, a nun1ber of studies have dealt with an attorney's own "optimism bias·· (i.e., overesti1nation of success). See Ja1nes 

M. Anderson & Paul Heaton, How l\1uch Difference Does the Lawyer Make? The Effect of Defense Counsel on Murder Case 
Outcomes, 122 Yale L.J. 154, 198 n.129 (2012) (noting the overconfidence often exhibited by attorneys); Kyle P. McEntee & 

Patrick J. Lynch, A Way Forward: Transparency at A111erican La\v Schools, 32 Pace L. Rev. 1, 52 (2012) (noting optin1ism 
bias in attorneys regarding their own professional careers); Robert J. Condlin, Bargaining Without La\V, 56 N.Y. Sch. L. 
Rev. 281, 318 n.108 (2012) (stating that the optin1isn1 bias on the part of attorneys can cause lawyers to make "inaccurate 

predictions about litigation outco111es. and this, in turn. can cause then1 to give unreliable advice to clients about v;hether 
to accept a settle111ent offer or proceed to trial.'"); Jane Good1nan-Delahunty et al., Insighful or Wishful: Lawyers' Ability 
to Predict Case Outco1nes, 16 Psychol. Pub. Pol'y & L., 133, 141 (2010) (finding lawyers overconfident in their predictions 
and that the higher level of confidence, the greater the overconfidence proved to be). In son1e studies, optimism bias tends to 

increase as the attorney works on the case longer. If that is true, then this proposal for limited-scope representation might give 
clients 1nore accurate predictions and advice because that aspect of increased confidence over time is eliminated. 

Lands1nan, supra note 21, at 451. 

In son1e e1nployment contracts and consun1er contracts, individuals agree, in advance, to certain dispute resolution procedures. 
Usually, these contracts call for binding arbitration, but son1e of the contracts require n1ediation or both procedures in 

succession. 
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Painter, supra note 19. at 46 (noting that 62o/,1 of trial judges surveyed indicated that "outcon1es were worse for unrepresented 

parties in litigation''). 

Certainly, one reason that pro se participants lose so n1any cases is because they file non-n1eritorious cases that attorneys 
would not take. Prose litigants are not bound by attorney codes of ethics, such as Rule 11, so cases that attorneys turn do\vn 

as non-n1eritorious n1ay still find their way into the court systen1. 

Landsman, supra note 21, at 442. 

Raphael I. Pardo, A.n En1pirical Examination of Access to Chapter 7 Relief By Pro Se Debtors, 26 Emory Bankr. Dev. J. 5, 

22 (2009) (showing that bankruptcy courts dis1nissed 6.4o/o of pro sc debtor cases, compared to only 0.9°/(, of cases in which the 

debtor was represented); see also Victor D. Quintanilla, Beyond Common Sense: A Social Psychology Study of Iqbal's Effect 

on Claims of Race Discrin1ination, 17 Mich. J. Race & L. 1, 5 (2011) (noting that black prose participants lost motions to 

disn1iss under Iqbal at the rate of 67 .3o/.,); Stephen J. Choi et al., The Influence of Arbitrator Backgrounds and Representation 

on Arbitrator Outcon1es, available at http:// papers.ssrn.con1/sol3/papers.cfn1?abstract_id:::c2I 09712 (finding that prose parties 

in securities arbitrations are less likely to weed out arbitrator bias and thus suffer worse results than those parties represented 

by counsel). 

Painter, supra note 19 at 46 (the rate at v,1hich judges noticed these types of deficiencies ranged fro1n 941X, to 7T'/o). 

Lands1nan, supra note 21, at 439 ("Prose cases pose inherent problems: they can cause delays, increase administrativ·e costs, 

undermine the judges' ability to maintain impartiality and can leave the often unsuccessful litigant feeling as though she has 

been treated unfairly."). 

"Ghostwriting'' generally refers to ''a situation in \vhich a lawyer drafts a pleading or another court document for a client, \vho 

then proceeds to file the docun1ent prose." Robbins. supra note 21, at 276. Some jurisdictions, such as Nebraska, require that 

the attorney disclose assistance in the creation of the document, 'A·hile other states do not. In addition, states have differing 

arrangements regarding whether the limited act of writing a con1plaint or other pleading constitutes an "appearance" for 

which forn1a1 withdrawal ,, ... ould be necessary for an attorney to cease providing services. See Neb. Rules. Prof! Conduct R. 

3-501.2 (regarding litnited scope representation). 

Often. the parties are considered "pro se·' despite having assistance at son1e point or another. As one judge noted. the 

most co1n1non exa1nples of lirnited scope arrangen1ents include "(l) providing legal advice, (2) conducting legal research, 

(3) gathering facts, (4) conducting discovery, (5) engaging in negotiations, (6) drafting and preparing pleadings, motions, 

and other court docu1nents, (7) providing limited representation in court, (8) n1aking "referrals to expert v..-itnesses or other 

counseL" and (9) providing "standby telephone assistance during negotiations or settlement conferences.'' Hon. Beverly W. 

Skunals & Glen H. Sturtevant, Jr., Pro Se Litigation: Best Practices From a Judges' Perspective, 42 U. Rich. L. Rev. 93, 

100-01 (2007). 

See supra Sections I and 2. 

Jessica K. Steinberg, In Pursuit of Justice? Case Outcon1es and the Delivery of Unbundled Legal Services, 18 Geo. J. on 

Poverty L. & Pol'y 453, 453 (2011). 

Note, too, that an attorney's obligation to a client usually involves achieving certain ends. and that the attorney generally has 

latitude in detern1ining the means to achieve those ends. 

Model Rules of Prof!. Conduct R. 2.1 (2011). 

The com1nents to the professional rules states: 

A client may expressly or impliedly ask the lawyer for purely technical advice. When such a request is 1nade by a client 

experienced in legal matters, the lawyer may accept it at face value. When such a request is made by a client inexperienced in 

legal n1atters, however, the la\vyer's responsibility as advisor may include indicating that n1ore n1ay be involved than strictly 

legal considerations. Model Rules of Profl Conduct R. 2.1 cmt. (2011). 
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Id. ("Si1nilarly, \\·hen a matter is likely to involve litigation, it n1ay be necessary under Rule 1.4 to inforn1 the client of forms 

of dispute resolution that might constitute reasonable alternatives to litigation."). 

For a general discussion on the differences between interests and positions, see Fisher & Ury, Getting To Yes: Negotiating 
Agree1nent Without Giving In (1981). 

See supra Sections 1 and 2. 

See supra Section 3. 

Of course, not every dispute should be settled, and 1nany clients have an interest in judicial resolution of disputes. Some 

disputes require the reformation of unconstitutional laws or meeting other interest suitable to judicial involvement. The vast 

majority of disputes, however, can (and are) resolved by non-judicial means. 

See Model Rules Profl Conduct R. 1.2 cn1t. (2011). 

Having a clear limited scope representation agree1nent is critical and required by ethical rules. This article does not address 

the specifics of drafting an agreen1ent for lin1ited scope services. For more assistance on the technical drafting aspects 

and discussions of the ethical requiren1ents in drafting lin1ited scope agreen1ents. see Stephanie Kin1bro, Unbundling Legal 

Services, 35 Fatn. Advoc. 8 (2012); Kevin M. P. O'Grady, Making the Li1nited Scope Representation Work, 35 Fain. Advocate 
22 (Fall 2012). 

Some research suggests that V.'Omen, in particular, are not particularly successful in negotiating for themselves. See generally 

Linda Babcock, Women Don't Ask: The High Cost of Avoiding Negotiation-And Positive Strategies for Change (2007). More 

recent research suggests that v.,.·01nen \Vith certain levels of education (such as a law degree) negotiate \Vell on their o-v,rn. even 

out-perfonningmen. See Andrea Kupfer Schneider et al., Likeability v. Competence: The Impossible Choice Faced By Female 
Politicians, Attenuated by Lawyers, 17 Duke J. Gender L. & Pol'y 363, 377 (2010). 

John Lande, Principles for Policymaking About Collaborative La,v and Other ADR Processes, 22 Ohio St. J. on Disp. ResoL 
619, 625 (2007). 

Id. According to Lande: 

In CL. the lawyers and clients sign a 'participation agree1nent' co1n111itting to the use of an interest-based approach to 

negotiation from the outset of the case and provide full disclosure of all relevant information. A key element of the 

participation agree1nent is the 'disqualification agreement,' v.·hich stipulates that both CL lawyers would be disqualified from 
representing clients if the case is litigated. 

Id.; see also La\vrence P. McClellan, Expanding the Use of Collaborative Law: Considerations of its Use in a Legal Aid 

Program for Resolving Disputes, 2008 J. Disp. Resol. 465 (2008) (describing the potential for a program of pro bono progra1n 

involving collaborative law, and posing a suggestion that due to the fact that the n1odel requires t\VO collaborative lawyers, 

that the progran1 could be limited to cases in which both parties are represented under the program). 

See, e.g., Deborah Cantrell, The Role of Equipoise in Family Law, 14 J.L. & Fan1. Stud. 63, 71 (2012) ("[C]ollaborative law is 

now an established way in which a family law n1atter may be handled."). Collaborative lawyering is certainly expanding into 

other areas of the law, notably in areas of civil litigation. Based on the author's work in collaborative law groups nationwide, 

one of the ne\ver footholds for collaborative law is the area of medical malpractice and other types of disputes in the health care 

industry. Despite the growing numbers in local collaborative bars, still only a small minority of attorneys practice collaborative 

lai;ryering. Given the limited number of collaborative lav.1yers practicing nationwide, using a simpler "settlement counsel" 
approach v.:ould be appropriate in most circumstances. 

See Craig McEwen, Bring in the Lawyers: Challenging the Do1ninant Approaches to Ensuring Fairness in Divorce Mediation, 

79 Minn. L. Rev. 1317, 1390 (1995) (arguing that post-mediation review of mediated agree1nents vvould be rendered largely 

unnecessary if1nore attorneys attended mediations with their clients). 

See supra Section II. 

Vv'EST'LAV\l © 2018 "fhorr:so:', f~cutcr.s, ;\:o claim to origi 1c,i U.S. Gove1nrr1ont \tiorks, 26 
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Margaret B. Drew, Collaboration and Coercion, 24 Hastings Women's L.J. 79, 91 (2013) ("The enhancen1ent of the imbalance 

of power to the detrin1ent of the target in mediation and in other settings has been the prin1ary concern of don1estic violence 

lavvyers in opposing ADR schen1es."); C. Quince Hopkins, Ten1pering Idealism with Realism: lJsing Restorative Justice 

Processes to Pron1ote Acceptance of Responsibility in Cases of Intin1ate Partner Violence 35 Harr. J.L. & Gender 311, 349 
n.184 (2012) Hopkins states: 

Mediation does not necessarily require or presuppose con1plete equal bargaining po\\1er: 1nost 1nediators 1nust-as a 1natter 

of course-negotiate differentials in bargaining power between parties to the 1nediation. Howe\'er, it is inappropriate in cases 

where bargaining pov-:er between the parties is grossly unequal. In many, if not all, cases of intimate partner violence, one of 

the central dynamics of these relationships is the excessive exercise of power and control by the batterer over the victim. These 

bargaining power inequalities in IPV relationships can lead to unfair settlements, despite the mediator's skill. 

Courts also have limited abilities to award, inter alia, injunctive and declaratory relief, but these and other remedies are still 

quite limited, especially compared to the infinite number of potential solutions that could exist to resol\'e any given conflict. 

Technically, the decision to mediate may fall \vithin the scope of strategy decisions that a lawyer has sole discretion to 

detern1ine. Model Rules of Pro fl Conduct R. l.2 (2011 ). I'v1ediation, however, can be sit-'11ificantly n1ore successful if the client 

is interested in the process and participates. For these reasons, in a limited scope arrangement, if the client does not want to 

use an attorney to n1cdiate, mediation n1ight not be the best option in that situation. 

Research sho,;vs that 1nediation efforts are least likely to be successful at the trial level \vhen 1notions for su1n1nary judgment 
are fully briefed and awaiting ruling. 

Rasch, supra note 24, at 488 (noting that a sn1all handful of cases received pro bono assistance for helping indigent pro se 
parties with mediation representation). 

See supra notes 31 to 36 and accon1panying text. 

See Model Rules Profl Conduct R. 1.6 (2011) (dealing with client confidences). 

In some states, this type of lin1ited scope agreen1ent would not need to be disclosed to the court. For example, in Nebraska, 

the rules for a iin1ited appearance only apply to lin1ited appearances in court. 'Neb. Rules. Prot'l Conduct §3-501.2(d) (2013) 

("If. after consultation, the client consents in writing, a lav.,ycr n1ay enter a 'Li1nited Appearance' on behalf of an otherwise 

unrepresented party involved in a court proceeding, and such appearance shall clearly define the scope of the lawyer's li1nited 
representation.'') (emphasis added). 

See, e.g., Christine L. Nev,·hall, The AAA's War on Time and Cost, 67 Disp. Resol. J. 20, 23 (2012) (discussing how arbitrators 

can take back the reins of the arbitration process to make the procedure more by effectively managing scheduling and 

pre-hearing practice). Of course, no\v that arbitration resembles litigation in 1nany respects"including protracted discovery 

procedures-the traditional efficiencies in arbitration are beginning to be lost. This topic will be address.ed infra in the discussion 
of the importance of contractually limiting the available discovery. 

9 U.S.C. §§9-10 (2012) (regarding finality and limited bases of challenging an arbitration av;·ard). 

Elizabeth Varner, Arbitrating Cultural Property Disputes, 13 Cardozo J. Conflict Resol. 477. 490-91 (2012) (noting that 

pre-dispute arbitration agree1nents are often n1ore econo1nical than those drafted after a dispute arises); Jennifer Schulz, 

Co1nment, 1'\rbitrating A.rbitrability: How the U.S. Supre1ne Court Empowered the Arbitrator at the Expense of the Judge 

and the Average Joe, 44 Loy. L.A. L. Rev. 1269, 1269 (2011) ("Over the past twenty years, the use of mandatory pre-dispute 
arbitration clauses has grown exponentially."). 

Jodi Wilson, How the Supre1ne Court Thwarted the Purpose of the Federal Arbitration Act, 63 Case W. Res. L. Rev. 91, 

92 (2012) ("Arbitration is omnipresent. lfyou have a bank account, a credit card, or a cell phone, you have an arbitration 

agreement."). Note, too, that some n1ajor companies, such as Bank of An1erica, are 1noving a\vay from using arbitration 

agreen1ents in their consun1er contracts. Kathy Chu, Bank of An1erica Ends Arbitration of Credit Card Disputes, USA Today, 
Aug. 13, 2009. 

VVES.rtttVV © 20·1 s Thornson F,oc:tors :'<o cisin1 to 
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Theodore J. St. Antoine, The Changing Role of Labor Arbitration, 76 Ind. L.J. 83, 91-93 (2001) (arguing that arbitration is 

good for American workers, especially those with relatively low dollar claims because n1ore attorneys will be able to work on 

these cases as arbitration cases (with its increased efficiencies) even if they could not have taken on the expense of representing 
these parties in litigation). 

Motion practice in arbitration is a relatively new phenomenon. As n1ore trial attorneys are arbitrating cases these days. they 

are incorporating all of the intricacies and procedures of trial into arbitration, including motion practice. 1.-1otion practice 

in arbitration, however, is not a particularly efficient use of time because most arbitrators defer ruling on those preliminary 

motions until the conclusion of the hearing, thus making them a con1plete waste of time for the parties. See, e.g .. College 

of Co1nmercial Arbitrators, College of Commercial Arbitrators: Protocols for Expeditious, Cost-Effective Commercial 

Arbitration, 2011 J. Can. C. Constr. L. 187, 200 (2011) ("Another key source of cost and delay in co1nmercial arbitration is 
motion practice, as reflected in the poll of National Sum1nit participants."). 

See AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion. 131 S. Ct. 1740. 1742 (2001). 

See id. at 1745 (discussing a "pren1ium payment'' required by AT&T if the ultimate resolution of the case in arbitration were 

Jess than the 1nobile company's last settlement offer before the selection of the arbitrator). 

The Due Process Protocols adopted by the A.111erican Bar Association (and others involved in the task force) have been 

encouraging employers to pay for e1nployee-filed arbitrations since 1995. Task Force on Alternative Dispute Resolution 

in Employ1nent, Due Process Protocol B(2) (1995), available at www.adr.com. The more recently updated 2010 version 

contains the satne provision. Interestingly, the Consun1er Due Process Protocol, also adopted by the A1nerican A.rbitration 

Association. does not contain a similar provision regarding the payment of arbitrator fees. National Consumer Disputes 

Advisory Con1mittee, Consu1ner Due Process Protocol, Principle 9 (2011 ), available at W\VW.adr.co1n. 

Many individual consumers have brought unconscionability challenges to "take it or leave if' arbitration contracts in the 

financial services and V11ireless telephone industries. Those consun1ers have had little success, although the courts do see1n 

concerned about the overall fairness of the contracts. See, e.g., Pendergast v. Sprint Nextel Corp., 691 F.3d 1224, 1234 (11th 

Cir. 2012) (declining to rule on the unconscionability argun1ent in light of Concepcion); In re Checking Account Overdraft 

Litigation MDL No. 2036, 485 F. A .. pp'x 403, 406 (11th Cir. 2012) (finding a cost~and- fee-shifting provision unconscionable 

in financial services arbitration agreement); Reed v. Florida Metropolitan University. Inc., 681 F.3d 630, 634 (5th Cir. 2012) 
(not accepting an unconscionability defense in an agreement requiring bilateral arbitration). 

I often tell my students that the v,rorst thing to say in 1nediation is that you are "going to take this case to court and vvin!'' 

These types of litigation-based and positional overtures do nothing to advance settleinent techniques. Jn all ADR, other than 
arbitration, the goal is to convince the other side to settle, not to convince a third-party neutral. 

ABA Resolution, supra note 11, at 2 ("Lawyers who provide some of their services in a limited scope manner facilitate 

greater access to con1petent legal services.''); Stephanie L. Kimbro, The Ethics of Unbundling, 33 Fan1. Advoc. 27, 27 (2010) 

("Unbundling benefits clients by proYiding them with \!,'hat they want: affordable, skilled, and limited legal assistance."). 

Landsman, supra note 21, at 441 ("A California court survey in 2005 asked 2414 residents whether 'the cost of hiring 

an attorney (kept/n1ight keep) you fron1 going to court.' An astounding sixty-nine percent agreed with this proposition."') 

(citations omitted); id. at 443 ("At the very top of aln1ost every list of the justice-systen1-based causes is the unavailability of 

legal services at an affordable price. Virtually every study and report about the prose issue 1nakes this point."): Heidi Sea1non, 
Unbundling: A Look Over The Basics, 2010 W. Va. Law. 48, 49 (2010). Sea1non states: 

Unbundling has the greatest impact on those who cannot afford to hire a lawyer - not only the impoverished, but also the 

v\'orking families who earn just enough to support themselves ..... [For working families, after] budgeting for expenses such 

as housing, child-rearing, and transportation, it can seem impossible to gather $3,000 to $5,000 for a retainer. 

Ta1nanaha, supra note 17. at 171 ("Less than one in five lo\v-income people with legal problems are served by an attorney. 

These un1net legal needs involve divorces. child custody, eviction fron1 rental property or foreclosure, workplace problen1s, 
disputes over insurance clain1s, and n1ore. "). 
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Landsman, supra note 21, at 439 ("The legal profession has tilted a\vay fron1 representing individuals and toward representing 
businesses."). 

Id. ("Tort refonn has set caps on dan1ages awards thereby reducing available contingent fees."). 

'·Portfolio" in this instance refers to the open cases handled by an attorney or firm. Given that the cases have differing 

probability of success and differing monetary outco1nes, considered together, the outstanding caseload is considered a 
"portfolio·'. 

See Tamanaha, supra note 17, at 170-71. 

See An1ber Hollister, Li1niting the Scope of Representation, 71 Or. St. B. Bull. 9, 9 (2011) ("Legal Aid Services of Oregon 

still meets Jess than 20 percent of the legitimate legal needs of Oregon's poor. Because unbundled legal services are often more 

affordable, unbundling may also increase access to justice for individuals \vho need legal advice, but are priced out of the 
traditional legal markeL"). 

Steinberg, supra note 51, at 453. 

Jeffs. supra note 21, at 9. See also Robbins. supra note 21, at 294 ("Nondisclosure is necessary to protect these lawyers from 

the burdens of beco1ning attorneys of record in protracted litigation. and to encourage then1 to provide the rnuch-needed 

service of ghostwriting for disadvantaged prisoner litigants \vho have no alternative but to proceed prose.''). 

See Roselle Wiss lee Party Participation and Voice in Mediation, 18 Disp. RcsoL Mag. 20, 20 (2011) ( discussing the differences 

between party participation and "voice'' in 1nediation): Landsman, supra note 19, at 457-58 ("This proposition has been 

con finned in a nu1nber of contexts from tort clai1ns to felony crin1inal trials in which substantial prison sentences are fixed.''). 

See also Roselle L. Wissler, Representation in Mediation: What We Know From Empirical Research. 37 Fordham Urb. L.J. 
419, 447 (2010). Wisler states: 

How \vcll parties belie·ve their representative understands their interests and objectives, and how accurately their representati\'e 

cornmunicates their views and concerns when speaking for them, n1ay play a large role in parties' sense of voice and satisfaction 

\Vith their level of participation in n1ediation, and is likely to vary across mediation contexts and representatives. 

See Wissler, Party Participation and Voice in Mediation, supra note 98, at 20-21. 

Note that representation does not necessarily give a client "voice.'' If the representative conveys the \Vrong message, then the 

client's "yo ice'' has not been heard. Although representation can achieve "voice,., representation in and of itself is insufficient. 

See Painter, supra note 19, at 47 ("The side with more resources has greater bargaining power in settlement negotiations."). 

Model Rules Prof! Conduct R. L7(a)(l) (2011) (stating that a lawyer cannot represent a client who has an interest "directly 
adverse to another client.''). 

Arguably, the increasing globalization of lav.1 practice has made attorneys less polite and respectful for one another. 

Steinberg, supra note 51, at 463. 

Robbins, supra note 19, at 277 (noting client "desire for 111ore control over the process''); Beverly Michaelis, Unbundling in 

the 21st Century: How to Reduce Malpractice Exposure While :rvfeeting Client Needs, 70 Or. St. B. Bull. 44, 44 (2010) ("The 

benefits of a team approach to representation make unbundling attractive: more affordable legal services, greater access to 

justice, empowered clients, new revenue streams for lawyers, greater flexibility in providing legal services and improved public 
perception of the legal system."). 

See Larry N. Zi1n1nerman. Luring Lawyers and Pro Se Litigants to Online Services, 80 J. Kan. B.A. 12, 12 (2011) ("An Illinois 

Legal Aid sur\'ey showed 351X1 of prose litigants forego legal counsel believing they could handle a legal 1natter themselves."). 

Id. ("The same Legal Aid survey showed that approximately 2SYo of prose participants 'go it alone fearing a la\vyer W'ill be 
too expensive."'). 

29 
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Of course, son1e litigants are interested in setting precedent or otherwise obtaining a public pronouncement of "rightness" or 
"wrongness" in a giYen situation. 

In my experience as a n1ediator, this situation is not atypical in dealing with pro se parties, 

The tenn "settlement counsel" is intended on including any type of dispute resolution n1echanism, be it negotiation, mediation, 

arbitration. collaborative law, or any other type of settle1nent procedure. This tern1 is not intended to be lin1ited to negotiation 
counsel. 

Michael Millen1ann et al.. Rethinking the Full-SerYice Legal Representation Model: A Maryland Expcri1nent, 30 

Clearinghouse Rev. I 178, 1185-86 (1997). The Mille1nann study looked at the provision of legal services by law students in 

clinics at the University of Maryland and the University of Baltimore. In contrast, a study by the Empirical Research Group 

at UCLA School of Lav. found that outcomes in landlord-tenant cases did not significantly differ based on whether the tenant 

had representation. See Steinberg, supra note 51, at 473. The UCLA researchers opined that the reason for the apparent 

lack of success turns on the fact that the tenants' cases were unmeritorious and that they v,,,ould have lost no matter their 
representation status. 

See generally Steinberg, supra note 51. 

Id. at 482. 

Id. at 488-89. 

Id. at 478. All of the attorneys that provided limited scope services \Vere legal aid attorneys. Vl'ho appeared to have very 

little time for these cases and ,~/ere not being compensated for their services. With respect to negotiation services. this article 

recommends a more con1prehensive revie\11- of the file and plan with the client-not to show up on the day of the court for a 
limited negotiation with opposing counsel in a courtroom hall\.\1ay. 

Attorneys have an ethical obligation to only accept work in areas in which they have determined their o,vn con1petence. See 
Model Rules ofProfl Conduct R. I.I. (2011). 

General Questions About the Plan, UAW Legal Services Plan, available at http://\X/·ww.uawlsp.coni/theplan.asp. 

DC 37 Municipal E1nployees Legal Serv·ices (MELS), DC 37, available at http://vvww.dc37.net/benefits/freelegal.ht1nl. 

Legal Help for Union Families, Union Plus Legal Services Plan, available at http://wwvv.unionplus.org/legal-aid~services. 

See Ziinmennan, supra note 106 at 12. 

See Fagg, supra note 5, at 7. 

See id. Judge Fagg discussed attorney fear of losing business as the "elephant in the room" with respect to the popularity of 

limited scope representation. According to the judge: "I don't believe this to be the case. If a party can afford a full-service 

attorney, they will continue to engage a full-service attorney.'' Id.; see also Sea1non, supra note 89, at 49 ("Lavv firn1s and 

sole practitioners [benefit fron1 unbundling] by bringing in ne,o;, paying clients \Vho could not afford full-scale representation, 

but can pay by the hour or issue."); Tho1nas J. Watson, 10 Tips to Unbundle Legal Services, 83 Wisc. Law. 18, 18 (2010) 

("From Sturgeon Bay to Vv'aukesha, lawyers have told 1ne they are seeing 1nore clients interested in hiring the1n for only part 
of their case.··). 

Jeffs, supra note 21, at 9. 

Of course, the attorney must be able to co1npetently handle the representation, as noted above, and not overextend his or 
herself in terms of time and resources. 

See Kimbro, supra note 61, at 27 ("The reality of our current legal marketplace is that individuals \Vho might other\vise have 

consulted \Vith a traditional law firm are turning to inline companies, such as LegalZoom, Nolo, Inc., and USLegal, for family 
la,v services, particularly no-fault divorce and name changes."). 

\!Vf::STLA\•\1 © 20i G ·1 i1otT,son r:;::cufcrs. :\Jo cl2ir.1 to o:-ig!ncJ l.1.S. Gcvornrncnl \/Ve: ks. 30 
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Zimn1ern1an, supra note 106, at 12. The website associated \Vith this law firm is: illinoisdivorce.co1n. 

Id. See also Ruth S. Stevens, Unbundling of Legal Services: Selected Resources, 89 Mich. B.J. 54, 54 (2010). According to 

Stevens: 

At first blush, it n1ay seem that unbundling of services \vould undercut the lawyer's botton1 line. Ho,vever, this approach to 
the delivery of legal services has been hailed as an option that both serves the public by providing increased access to legal 

representation and increases the rnarket for legal services among clients ·who can afford to pay for discrete services but not 
full representation. 

Zi1n1nerman, supra note 106, at 12. (describing "other Ia,,vyers who are exploring vvays to Jure Internet-savvy clients"). 

In a recent article in Consumer Reports, lawyers reviewed con1monly available self-help fonns to determine their accuracy 

and effectiveness. The lawyers largely found the forn1s to be inadequate \vithout further help from an attorney. Legal DIY 
Sites No Match for a Pro, Consun1er Reports, Sept. 2012, at 13. 

Gerald F. Phillips, How Clients Can Use ADR Practices to Reduce Litigation Costs and Prevent Billing Abuses, Vol. 30 No. 
10 Alternatives to the High Cost of Litig. 193 (Nov. 2012) ( describing ho,v billing practices have changed and that billing is 

a crucial conununication tool ,vith clients). 

See. e.g., Jeffs, supra note 2L at 9. As Jeffs explains: I a1u a 1ne1uber of a s1nall firn1 v.1hose clientele has ahvays been 
predominated by n1iddle class individuals and small businesses. Creative fee structures such as contingent fees or blended fees 
of reduced hourly rates co1ubined ,vith a contingent fee component, flat fees, and discounted legal services have long been a 
part of how we serve our core clientele. 

See Michaelis, supra note 105, at 44 ("Transactional la\.vyers have long served in the role of document reviewer or preparer. 

So how is unbundling different?'"). 

¥l orking in a large la1,v finn between 2006 and 2010, I noticed first-hand how clients became increasingly demanding in paying 

for legal services. As the recession deepened, clients became more likely to ask for different types of billing options, particularly 
flat fee billing and even son1e n1ixed hourly fees with partial contingency fee contracts. 

Model R.Rules. ofProfl Conduct R. 1.5(a) (2011) (requiring that the fee be "reasonable" whether the fee is fixed, contingent. 

or hourly). 

See id. 

See Stephanie L. Kimbro, Lav-.' a la Carte: The Case for Unbundling Legal Services, 29 GP Solo Mag., 30, 32 (2012), 
www.americanbar.org/pu blications/gp_solo/2012/septernber_ october/law _a_la_ carte_ case_ unbundling_legal_services.html. 

According to Kin1bro: 
It may be possible for the attorney to draft a standard limited-scope agreement for each type of unbundling service that the 
firn1 provides. However, in most cases, it n1ay be necessary for the attorney to tweak the agreen1ent on a case-by-case basis 
to ensure that the scope is appropriately limited to the client's unique legal needs. In addition, to avoid misleading the client, 
the agreen1ent should be ,yritten in plain language rather than legalese. 

White Paper, supra note 21 at 69. See also Painter, supra note 19, at 48 ("Rule 1.2 issues center on the unbundling of legal 
services so that lawyers can provide so1ue but not all of the services a litigant may need."). 

Model Rules of Prof! Conduct R. 1.2(c) (2011). 

Id. The comment to the rule gives the following example: 

"If, for exan1ple, a client's objective is limited to securing general infonnation about the law the client needs 
in order to handle a common and typically uncomplicated legal problem, the lawyer and client n1ay agree that 

the lawyer's services \vill be lin1ited to a brief telephone consultation. Such a lin1itation, ho~cever, would not be 
reasonable if the tin1e allotted was not sufficient to yield advice upon ,vhich the client could rely .. , 

Model Rules of Prof! Conduct R. L.2 cn1t. (201 l). 

WESTL1l\VV '.£) 20·18 Thon;so'l Reuters, \Jo claim to origi;1s! U.S. Governr·1cnt V\.1orks. 
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White Paper, supra note 21, at 69-70 (noting that Iowa was one of the exceptions for states that require a written consent 

agreement in at least some circun1stances and reporting that Maine, Missouri, and Wyoming incorporated a specific form for 
limited scope agreements within their rules that attorneys and clients n1ust sign). 

Id. at 69 (citing Reporter's Notes) (emphasis added). 

See Ala. Ethics Opn. 2011-3 (May 20 l l) (allo\ving collaborative lav.· practice if the attorney obtains the client's consent in 

writing); Cal. Ethics Opn. 2011-01 (2001) (allowing lawyers to practice collaborative law, provided that the attorney had 
discussed the advantages and disadvantages of the procedure); Ky. Ethics Opn. E-425 (June 2005) (allowing collaborative law 
practice provided that the attorney not forsake the ethical duties of practice); Mo. Ethics Opn. 124 (August 2008) (allo,ving 
collaborative Jaw practice with signed informed consent); N.J. Ethics Opn. 699 (Dec. 2005) (al!o,ving collaborative la,v when 
reasonable under the circumstances); S.C. Ethics Opn. 10-01 (March 2010) (allowing collaborative lav.1 practice with written, 
informed consent); Wash. Ethics Opn. 2170 (2007) (allowing collaborative la\V v..·hen the practice is reasonable under the 
circun1stances); ABA Ethics Opn. 07-447 (Aug. 2007) (allowing collaborative law if reasonable under the circumstances 

and provided that the attorney is still bound b) all of the other ethical duties in1posed on attorneys). But see Colo. Ethics 
Opn. 115 (Feb. 2004) (pernlltting cooperative practice, but not a1lo\\'ing collaborative practice that involves disqualification 

agree1nents). 

Robbins. supra note 21 at 304-05 (citing D.C. Bar Ass'n Legal Ethics Co1n1n .. Opn. 330 (2005)). 

Model R.ules of Prof! Conduct R. I.I (2011) ("A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client. 
Co,npetent representation requires the legal kn(nvledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the 
representation.''). 

Model Rules of Profl Conduct R. 1.3 (2011) ("A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and pron1ptness in representing 

a client"). 

See Model Rules of Prof! Conduct R. 1.7 cmt. (2011). The con1ment states: 
In addition to conflicts with other current clients, a lawyer's duties of loyalty and independence n1ay be n1aterially limited by 

responsibilities to forn1er clients under Rule 1.9 or by the lawyer's responsibilities to other persons, such as fiduciary duties 
arising from a lawyer's service as a trustee, executor or corporate director. 

Model Rules of Prof! Conduct R. 1.7-9 (2011). 

Model Rules of Pro fl Conduct R. 1.6 (2011) ("A lawyer shall not reveal information relating to the representation of a client 

unless the client gives informed consent, the disclosure is ilnpliedly authorized in order to carry out the representation or the 
disclosure is permitted.''). 

Model Rules of Profl Conduct R. 4.1 (2011). The Rule states: 

In the course of representing a client a lawyer shall not knowingly: (a) n1ake a false staten1ent of1naterial fact or law to a third 
person; or (b) fail to disclose a material fact to a third person when disclosure is necessary to avoid assisting a criminal or 
fraudulent act by a client, unless disclosure is prohibited. 

White Paper, supra note 21. at 72. According to the authors: 
If. by definition, competent representation necessitates son1e degree of inquiry and analysis and a lawyer 111ay not li111it 
representation to the extent that the representation cxe1npts the lawyer fro1n competent representation, then the logical 
conclusion is that a lawyer may not limit representation to the extent that the lawyer is excused from the obligation to conduct 

inquiry and analysis. 

Although beyond the scope of this paper, limited scope representation raises ethical issues in the area of attorney 
communications with an opponent who is represented in a limited manner. Many of the jurisdictions addressing this issue 
have required that opposing counsel discuss matters within the scope of the limited scope arrangen1ent with the attorney and 

directly with the prose participant on all othern1atters. White Paper, supra note 21, at 74-75; see also ABA Ethics Opn. 07-447 
("If the client has given his or her informed consent, the lawyer may represent the client in the collaborative law process. A 
lawyer \.Vho engages in collaborative resolution processes still is bound by the rules of professional conduct, including the 
duties of co1npetence and diligence."). 
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Of course, if the attorney does not act within the ethical bounds for the matter contracted, then the attorney will have Yiolated 

the duties of ethics. See, e.g., In re Disciplinary Proceedings Against Lopez, 153 Wash. 570, 583-84 (Wash. 2005) (finding an 

attorney in breach of a duty to file an opening brief on time when the attorney was retained with respect to the appeal). 

SCB Diversified Municipal Portfolio v. Cre\\'S & Assoc .. Civ. Action No. 09-7251, slip op. at *1 (E.D. La. 2012). 

Id. at *6-7. 

Lerner v. Laufer, 359 N.J. Super 201, 218-20 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2003). 

Id. at217-18. 

Future Lawn, Inc. v. Steinberg, No. L-08-1030, slip op. at l (Ohio Ct. App. 2008). 

Id. at 5. 

In a recent article, scholar Gerald F. Phillips suggests that all attorneys should conten1plate ADR services as part of their client 

representation agreen1ents as a n1atter of good practice and for keeping the costs of billing reasonable. Phillips, supra note 

130, at 193. Phillips suggests that using ADR practices will keep litigation costs lower and, consequently, lead to fe\,·er billing 

disputes by clients. Id. Presu1nably. fe 1.:ver billing disputes also leads to fewer n1alpractice allegations because legal 1nalpractice 

is often an effective counterclaitn to a la\vsuit against a client for failure to pay for legal services. 

Sec supra Part II.C. 

Lands1nan, supra note 21, at 449. Landsman explains: 

The growing stream of self-represented clai1nants slows the clearing of court dockets. Prose litigants today cause delays and 

increase administrative costs. They are likely to miss or be unprepared for scheduled courtroom sessions, thereby forcing 

adjournments and rescheduling. They are non-professionals in a professional syste111. They often do not kno\v what is expected 

and force deviation from court routines designed for the efficient handling of cases. When polled about the amount of tin1e 

they spend on prose litigation, eleven percent of a group of about I 00 court clerks fro1n around the country reported that they 

devote more than fifty percent of their tin1e to the unrepresented; and, another twenty-three percent said they use son1ewhere 

between twenty-six and fifty percent of their available hours on such individuals. 

(citations omitted). 

White Paper, supra note 2L at 67. The authors explain: 

The added input fron1 la\vyers not only assists the litigants, but the courts, as well. The better the litigant is prepared, the inore 

efficiently the court operates. While judges would no doubt prefer fully represented litigants, the choice in most venues is a 

self-represented litigant who is well prepared or one who is not Courts can avoid litigants who are in a procedural revolving 

door when those litigants have access to the services lawyers provide. 

Many court rules allow courts to mandate that parties participate in n1ediation. Even without court rule, the inherent powers 

of the court allow courts to mandate participation in the 111ediation process. See, e.g., In re Atlantic Pipe Co., 304 F.3d 136, 

145 (1st Cir. 2002) (finding that courts have the inherent power to refer cases to mediation, even in the absence of a specific 

statute or local rules explicitly giving such authority to the courts). Note that courts can mandate participation in mediation 

,vithout abdicating a party's constitutional right to a trial because parties are only mandated to participate in n1ediation and 

not mandated to settle their cases. Parties still have the autonomy to reject settle1nent offers/de1nands and even to refuse to 

make settlement offers/demands. To the contrary, courts are not pennitted to abdicate their decision-making powers to a third 

party by referring cases to a binding arbitration process. 

Although not discussed in this Article, 1nediators, too, could suggest to pro se participants that they might be better served 

with an attorney present to prepare for the mediation or attend the mediation. 

The Supreme Court of Ohio, Foreclosure Letter from Chief Justice Moyer to the Courts of Ohio, 

Foreclosure Mediation Progran1 Model 1, 3 (2008),http://wwv,,·.supre1necourt.ohio.gov/JCS/disputeResolution/foreclosure/ 

foreclosureMediation.pdf. 

V'iESTLA\/\t © 20-18 "Thomson r.:::outcrs. r'\o c!airr: :.o original U.S. C:~cvornmcr;t \f\/orks. 
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Id. at 8-l l (noting that a family of four with a household income of approxin1ately $54,000 could be eligible for pro bono 

representation at the mediation). In a letter to the Bar, Chief Justice Moyer noted that pro bone attorneys would be needed 

to help clients in 111any different areas of the foreclosure process, including "deal brokering" and representing clients in 

mediation. The official letter can be found at: https:// www.ohiobar.org/NewsAndPublications/News/OSBANe\1.:s/Pages/ 

OSBANews-627 .aspx. 

See, e.g., Maria Kantzavelos, Real Estate Law: Housing Crisis Intervention: Foreclosure Mediation in Illinois, 100 Ill. Bar J. 
296, 301 (2012) (noting that in Cook County, Chicago ho1neowners in mediation can get assistance from a pro bono attorney 

for the purposes of mediation representation). The New Jersey courts are also implementing a system whereby pro bono 

attorneys could counsel clients and act as mediation counsel. NJ Judiciary Foreclosure Mediation Program, NJ.gov http:// 

W\Vw.nj.gov/foreclosure1nediation/index.html. 

See Steinberg, supra note 51, at 463 ("[LJegal services organizations make programn1atic detern1inations about how best to 

serve their client populations or hov.' to respond to the priorities of funders, and then design unbundled legal aid progran1s 

accordingly."); Sean1on, supra note 89, at 49 ("Organizations that provide free or lo\V~cost legal representation [benefit from 

unbundling by] allowing staff attorneys to assist a greater nun1ber of clients by accepting only the n1ost complicated or 

significant portions of their cases."). 

Id. ("Pro bono progra1ns, v.1here volunteer attorneys are usually reluctant to co1111nit to a whole case that 1nay continue for 

three years or 1nore benefit fro1n unbundling."'). 

A handful of law schools do have an advocacy in mediation clinic \Vith a live client con1ponent. Those law schools include 

Loyola lJniYersity Chicago Law School (Advanced Mediation Advocacy Practicum: EEOC Mediation Advocacy Project), 

DePau] University College of Law {Advanced Mediation as Advocate), Hamline {The Employment Discrin1ination Mediation 

Representation Clinic). University of San Francisco, and Washington University School of Law (Civil Rights & Mediation 

Clinic). Thanks to Alyson Carrel of Northwestern University School of Law for a1nassing this inforrnation and allowing its use. 

This paper has dealt prin1arily with n1iddle- and lower-class clients, this type of representation 1nay also be \Vell suited for 

sophisticated clients ,vho would like greater control and participation in the process. 
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